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Context and Metacontext 

Daphne Patai 
University of Massachusetts 

Words always exist within a context, and it is the context that ulti
mately makes the words intelligible. The totality of this context inclu
des such elements as intonation, emphasis, facial expression, gestures 
(all this in face-to-face conversation), as well as the more obvious ele
ments of general setting, background of the discussion, and cultural 
framework as a whole. Language, Pearce has stated, is «a system of 
symbols whereby, in great part, culture is historically transmitted. The 
values projected by a language (whether in a poem or any other form 
of expression) are not just initially and minimally, but also residually, 
the values of the culture whose language it is» 1

• 

The problem in literature is for the writer to define, as much as 
possible, the context in which the words occur. But beyond the inme
diate context of the literary work -which includes not only such ele
ments as situation, motivation, and pacing, but also tone, rhythm, eupho
ny, and many others- is what could be called the metacontext: the 
context of those words in the overall language system which extends 
beyond the famework of the literary work alone. That this metacontext 
is operating at all times is self-evident; without it no literary work 
would be comprehensible. Understanding the words that appear in lite
rature is dependent upon knowledge of the language acquired within 
that metacontext, one of whose manifestations is the act of writing 
literary works and another the act of reading them. 

The relationship between literary context and the metacontext is 
always playing within the reader's mind. However absorbing the work, 
it is not absorbing to the point that the reader forgets the knowledge 
of language he brings to the reading and sees the text as an assortment 
of oddly-shaped and recurring designs. Although the writer can, in 
an intricate variety of ways, manipulate the reader's response, his 
attempts to replace the metacontext with a literary context are necessa
rily limited, for the work depends upon a collective use and knowledge 
of language, which means language as an instrument of communication 
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representing a collectivity. But the challenge of literature lies precisely 
in effectively utilizing the intricate interplay between context and me
tacontext. 

Writers and critics can, of course, overutilize the metacontext. This 
is what seems to happen in much literature that depends upon mythic 
and mythological elements to imbue it with meaning and import. But 
this represents a peculiar use of metacontext, with only one aspect 
-the cultural and literary tradition in which myth figures prominen
tly- brought into play. The often vague language of myth criticism 
attests to the weight a work is thought to have acquired by introducing 
mythic elements either as structures or themes. What occurs is a pro
cess of abstracting from a specific historical situation -both the lite
rary work's and the mythological model's- and settling for vague but 
traditional notions of meaningfulness projected from a supposedly time
less past. Much criticism, having denuded texts of meaning rooted in 
actuality, reintroduces the element of meaning at several removes, 
through the «timeless» and «universal» quality of myth. Implicit in 
this is a degradation of the value of everyday life and concerns, while 
«higher value» is imported into the work not through the writer's 
success in creating a literary context, but through overreliance on cer
tain aspects of the metacontext whose importance is taken to be clearly 
established. 

On the other hand, when writers claim for their works or (as is 
more frequently the case) theorists attribute to literary works a total 
autonomy, they seem to be displaying hubris: they are trying to appro
priate for literature the power attributed in mythology to gods, of creat
ing through speech (naming). In the mythical scene, however, this is 
depicted as true creation, and the naming creates a corresponding ob
ject, while writers are creating out of a common pool of ideas and 
words, and they are creating not a physical object (although that is one 
possible aspect of a literary work) but a particular sequence of words. 
This is true even of such writers as James Joyce, or his Brazilian coun
terpart Joao Guimaraes Rosa, for their creation of new words, or of 
portmanteau words, depends upon analogies with pre-existing words 
and patterns from which they have borrowed bits and pieces. Words 
created out of nothing would be nonsense and, to the extent that they 
would suggest anything at all, they too would be dependent upon ana
logies with pre-existing words, sounds, and patterns 2• 

The role of the metacontext in formulating aesthetic criteria needs 
to be explored. Janson has argued against the notion of an ideal disin· 
terested «aesthetic attitude». He considers that our sense of the «beauti
ful» is itself socially conditioned: what is perceived as beautiful is 
necessarily related to other experiences of beauty and to our knowledge 
of beauty as a cultural norm in our society. Janson therefore suggests 
that our ability to find a painting or a piece of music beautiful is deter
mined by cultural and historic factors 3

• How much more must this be 
the case in relation to literature since its medium, language, is rooted 
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Contest and Metacontext 5 

in our social experience and is inconceivable in isolation. At its very 
base language necessarily involves a social situation, and by putting 
language within the covers of a book and calling it a poem or a novel 
we cannot remove traces of that social situation. 

When critics refer to the irrelevancy of criteria of truth and falsity 
to literature,they are both stating the obvious and obscuring other im
portant considerations. The problem is not in showing what is clear 
to all (e. g., that questions such as «Is Raskolnikov really a murderer?» 
cannot be answered by reference to the world outside the fiction), but 
rather in showing what kind of truth does inhere in fiction, and what 
is the relationship of this truth to our acts of interpretation and evalua
tion. Throwing a sop in the direction of verisimilitude does not resolve 
these issues -although the existence of this concept, its long history, 
and its important role as a dominant criterion of fiction point to the 
centrality of these questions. Perhaps more helpful is the observation 
that works of the imagination which systematically remove themselves 
from the setting of the real world are traditionally designated by a 
separate term -a term, in fact, which is of ten thought to militate 
against their claim to be serious literature. This term is science fiction, 
and what works of this genre have in common is precisely the absence 
of a clearly defined relationship to the real world, although in such 
works too, of course, the metacontext plays its part. The attitude toward 
science fiction is only one of the many conventions of criticism which 
undoubtedly needs to be examined more closely. Other works, which 
introduce elements of science fiction but do not make of this the domi
nant note of the work, have been accorded different treatment, and 
some have been admitted into the canon of serious fiction. This is the 
case, for example, of what in Latin American literature goes under the 
name of magical realism. In works such as Gabriel Garcia Marquez' 
One Hundred Years of Solitude, critical practice normally subjects the 
elements lacking verisimilitude to allegorical or metaphorical interpre
tation, or to formalistic analyses of their relation to the realistic elements 
in the fiction. This only shows that, one way or another, they meet the 
demands of realism (by which is meant recognition of the interplay of 
context and metacontext) in fiction. When they appear to evade these 
demands, when even discussion of their symbolism cannot be systema
tically followed through and the reader is subjected to the minutiae of 
imaginary worlds, then they are usually consigned to the category of 
science fiction, outside the interest of most serious critics. This is only 
an extreme illustration of the importance of the concept of relevance to 
reality which has been, since Plato's time, a central problem in litera
ture. The serious treatment accorded to Jorge Luis Borges' fictions bears 
this out. However fantastic they may seem, they often focus precisely 
on the problem of what is real, and in this they differ fundamentally 
from other fantasy-fiction which does not call our understanding of 
reality into question. 
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Elaborate arguments have been developed in an effort to distinguish 
reality statements from literary ones. lngarden, for example, uses the 
term «quasi-judgment» to describe the statements made about repre
sented objects, i. e., about the world represented in a literary work, and 
argues that these must not be changed into «true judgments» 4

• Such 
ideas find their embodiment in practical criticism as well. Thus, for 
example, Sontag has written that Jean Genet, «in his writings, may 
seem to be asking us to approve of cruelty, treacherousness, licentious
ness, and murder. But so far as he is making a work of art, Genet is 
not advocating anything at all. He is recording, devouring, transfiguring 
his experience» 5• Sontag here incorporates into her definition of art the 
condition that it make no statement about reality. 

Realism in literature in its broad sense clearly refers not to the adop
tion of a particular attitude toward reality, but to the inevitability of 
attitudes toward reality permeating literary works. This needs to be 
explicity acknowledged. As Berthoff writes: « .. .'reality' in literature 
has never been merely descriptive or reflective but moral and creative, 
a function of the writer's own essential behavior and not simply of policy 
decisions concerning the management of some stockpile of available 
subject matter» 6 • The attitude toward reality often emerges as implied 
assertions about reality -about human beings, society, life. But while 
a philosophical treatise or an essay may be examined and evaluated for 
the validity of its ideas, a literary work invites the reader's complicity 
in a way that a philosophical statement usually avoids. The resources 
of literature are such that the reader may be uncritically drawn into 
the images and perspectives of reality that it presents. Even the most 
subtle work -indeed, perhaps especially a subtle work- invites our 
assent to implied premises even before we are aware that there exist 
such premises within the work. Wayne Booth has traced this lack of 
«neutrality» as far back as the Book of Job and Homer. Booth points 
out that our attitudes are manipulated by the narrator -whether or 
not he is identified with the author. This no doubt results in part from 
our habitual acceptance of the literary situation as a given. We assent 
to it as part of the conditions upon which we approach literature to 
begin with. The institutional concept of art developed by Dickie 8 can 
help us identify this as one of the conventions of literature. Our assent, 
however, is provisional and subject to withdrawal as we enter more 
fully into the literary work. 

Acknowledgment of the importance of the metacontext in our expe
rience of literature invariably leads to questions regarding the validity 
of the beliefs and attitudes embedded in literary works and affecting 
our experience of them. It is hard to find a character noble or tragic 
when his concerns or pursuits seem to us trivial or ridiculous, and this 
necessarily involves metacontextual judgments. Thus our judgments of 
literature depend in part upon our judgments of things outside of lite
rature. It may simplify the theorist's task to deny the metacontext and 
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Contest and Metacontext 7 

ignore the problems of truth and value it entails, but this is essentially 
an arbitrary act. 

Ingarden engages in such an act when he writes: «It cannot be 
denied, of course, that authors often use their works to smuggle through 
their own opinions about various problems pertaining to the real world. 
But this only shows that they misunderstand the essence of a work of 
art and misuse works of art for extraartistic ends (political, religious, 
and so on)» 9

• On what possible grounds can this vital area of language 
be legislated out of consideration in literary works? Furthermore, the 
suggestion that opinions need to be smuggled in by inartistic writers 
implies that opinion can be wholly left out, i. e., that the writer by 
some magic is free of the subjectivity and grounding in one's own being 
that characterizes other mortals. In addition, to speak of «Opinions» 
trivializes the issue; in fact, the writer's beliefs and attitudes are in 
play throughout the creative process, constantly affecting decision and 
choices. Ingarden's comments constitute another instance of the sepa
ration of art from life; moreover, what is being posited is a «true ar
tist» different from the rest of humankind, and certainly distinguishable 
from the inartistic writer. Again, as in Sontag's comme11ts, the terms 
«work of art» and «artist» are being used in an evaluative sense. It is 
clear in all this that if not the admission, then at least the denial of 
the importance of the metacontext plays a great role in what are consi
dered to be aesthetic judgments. 

It is noteworthy that Sontag and Ingarden do not present their pers
pectives as merely choices on the part of the critic or aesthetician to 
examine those aspects of a work which are not directly related to pro
blems of the metacontext. Rather, this attitude towards the metacontext 
becomes the very hallmark of an appropriate «aesthetic» attitude, i. e., 
it in turn becomes institutionalized as the necessary attitude not only 
for a «proper» appreciation and analysis of art, but also for its creation . 
The normative implications of this position are self-evident. How much 
more rigid need a view become before its own status as a claim is 
called into question, before its own history, development, and social 
origins are examined? 

Is the only alternative to the autonomist position a vision of litera
ture as simply a disguised statement about reality? By no means, but 
it is essential not to empty literature of its real-world implications. It 
is in and of society, and its implications, as part of the cultural life of 
society, have been far from exhausted. What then is one to make of 
arguments for the irrelevance of the metacontext and the autonomy of 
art, and the elevation of these arguments to a criterion for the proper 
approach to art? 

Marxists view the separation of art from life as a consequence of 
alienation under capitalism. At the beginning of this century, Plekhanov 
wrote that «the tendency of artists, and of those who have a lively 
interest in art, towards art for art's sake, arises when they are in hope-
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less disaccord with the social environment in which they live» 10
• Many 

rounds later, and with considerabl erefinement in vocabulary, the notion 
of art for art's sake is still with us. Formalists and other critics who 
insist on the gratuitous character of the aesthetic experience 11 may well 
be reacting to the total commercialization which occurs under capita
lism, in which what in primitive society were use values, in the fullest 
sense of fulfilling human needs of all kinds, become reduced to a crass 
and inmediate functionalism through the domination of the notion of 
exchange value. Consequently, what appears as pure to the alienated 
art consumer who may also be an art producer or critic is, above all, 
the denial of function as such to art -function other than «aesthetic 
function» characterized by its total autonomy. As if in rebellion against 
the commercial values of capitalism, art is to be appreciated in and of 
itself, without having any apparent utility, thus also rising above the 
fact that the production and distribution of works of art is embedded 
in the economy. The very notion of utility is often understood as a kind 
of prostitution of art, or a vulgarity in the consumer 12

• 

What is of interest here is that this insistence upon art's autonomy, 
while attempting to save art from commerce, in fact enforces an aliena
ted and alienating view of our existence by insisting on its fragmented, 
compartmemalized nature. It thus suggests an effort to retreat from 
what is recognized as .the domination of a system whose values cannot 
be made to accord with those of art. The very relevance of that system 
to the creation of works of art is thereby denied. 

A complementary error is made by those writers who emphasize 
art's ideological function exclusively, or who study art only in terms 
of its sociological aspects. They too accept the capitalist notion of value 
and wish to claim art's utility, to rescue it from the irrelevance to which 
the formalist critics l'lave consigned it. But in so doing they too labor 
under an alienated view of reality. 

The two main foci of criticism in the twentieth century reflect this 
dichotomy. On the one hand the New Criticism, following the path of 
Russian Formalism, claims a status for art works which is sui generis 
and refuses to recognize art's ties to society, since these are seen as 
diminishing the art work (an unavoidable reflection, no doubt, of this 
school's view of society and its practical affairs); and, on the other 
hand, sociological criticism which apparently aims at wholeness, correc
tly viewed as endangered, but which conforms to the demands for utility 
of the dominant culture and thereby reveals that the sense of art as 
part of a cultural whole, enjoying an existence that need not be defended, 
has indeed been lost. 

Both positions reflect the same basic premise: the separation of art 
activity from the rest of our activities (the rest also being fragmented), 
which the formalists insist on and the sociological critics protest against. 
And both positions, although offering some valid insights, become unte
nable· as they take on a normative and prescriptive character. 
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Contest and Metacontext 9 

In view of this, one can appreciate the irony of theories such as 
Beardsley's that insist on the unity of the aesthetic object or the aesthe
tic experience while separating art as a whole from human life. Dickie 
has criticized Beardsley for projecting on to aesthetic experiences cha
rasteristics which properly belong to the aesthetic object 13

, and Han
cher has pointed out that «all objects have either an actual objective 
unity or at least a virtual, phenomenal unity» 14

• The criterion of unity 
may nonetheless be significant: perhaps it is the expression of the need 
for unity and integrity in human life and the difficulty of meeting this 
need in societies characterized by fragmentation; hence its projection 
on to a particular area of experience which must stand in for all the 
rest in terms of the satisfaction, meaning, and value it affords. But attri
buting to objects values whose proper place is in human life, or making 
those objects the last repository of such values, is a kind of fetishism. 

While it is true, as Walter Benjamin has observed, that «the birth
place of the novel is the solitary individual» 15 it is equally the case 
that no individual is solitary, for, as Garaudy points out, «the individual 
never becomes conscious of himself except within a culture, that is, a 
community» 16

• Saint-Exupery wrote: «Man is no more than a knot of 
relationships; only relationships count for man» 17

• Hence it is useless 
for analysis to insist upon a fragmentation of experience that no con
frontation with art can sustain, despite the fact that fragmentation may 
indeed characterize life in a particular society at a particular time. Such 
a fragmentation serves many functions, which must themselves be exa
mined, but nonetheless it becomes a characteristic of a particular social 
whole. «The arts cannot cut themselves off from life», Nicolai Hartmann 
has written. «What they are in their essence they can only be in the 
framework of the historical reality which gave them birth, and not in 
some shadow realm outside it» 18

• 

Admitting the importance of the metacontext, reintroducing the 
question of truth -not in terms of the propositional status of literary 
statements, but in terms of the views of reality embedded in a work 
-and bringing to consciousness the beliefs and presuppositions which 
give literature life and make it more than mere sounds, is thus an indis
pensable step. Dismissing this with an «of course, that's obvious» and 
then retreating into a critical practice which ignores it, or participating 
in the theorical defense of such a practice, means submitting to the 
dominant paradigm of fragmentation. To provide a logical analysis of 
the inappropriateness of terms such as truth and falsity to literature, 
however useful in refining the argument, is merely to cut off discussion 
at its most interesting point, and to risk trivializing literature. In addi
tion, the separation of context from metacontext is not borne out in 
the way we experience literary works. As is clear, literature is intelligi
ble to us only through our sense of reality and knowledge of society. Its 
elements of fantasy are important and attractive as a contrast to and 
complement of our sense of reality. Reality is the ground on which our 
judgments take shape and ultimately are articulated. 
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The Vision of an Imprisoned and Moribund 
Society in the «Soledades, Galenas 

y otros Poemas» of Antonio Machado 

Michael Predmore 
University of Washington 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the relation between 
Machado's early poetry and the Spain of the 1880's and 1890's, the 
Spain of his early childhood and young manhood. Nearly all critics 
of Machado agree on dating the beginnings of his first poetic expression 
of «preocupaciones noventayochistas» with Campos de Castilla in 1912. 
Soledades, Galerias y Otros Poemas (1899-1907) is regarded by most 
as an introspective work of purely personal poetry, essentially «inti
mista», «modernista», «simbolista», even «existencialista». But is it 
possible that the Restoration society of the Spain of these years did 
not leave any imprint at all upon the images of Machado's first poetic 
period? Might we not expect the teachings and sensibility of Fran
cisco Giner and the «institucionistas» to have had some effect upon 
the artistic consciousness of their disciple? 1

• Let us consider now, if 
only briefly and schematically, certain aspects of the real economic 
and social conditions of Restoration Spain and then observe, in some 
detail, how tpis reality is filtered through the artistic consciousness of 
a great poet. 

In the nineteenth century, particularly from the middle of the 
century on, the strength of the Spanish economy was based on the 
production of both agricultural goods (wine, olives, wheat) and mineral 
resources (copper, mercury, iron). By the 1850's and 1860's, Spain 
became principally an exporter of primary products and a field for 
foreign investment (railroads, mines, banking). From this set of conditions, 
there arose a dominant oligarchy (elements of the old aristocracy in 
alliance with sectors of an ascendant bourgeoisie) whose wealth was 
based upon the export of raw materials and whose interests were tied 
up with and dependent upon foreign capital 2• There have been few 
periods in modern Spanish history when it has been more evident that 
the country was virtually the private property of a privileged few. The 
German prince, Clodoveo Hohenlohe, who attended the funeral of 
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Alfonso XII, was moved to comment on the Spanish situation in the 
following way: 

Dijerase que todo se reduce aqui a satisfacer a los cien mil 
espanoles de las clases distinguidas, proporcionandoles destinos y 
haciendoles ganar dinero. El pueblo parece indiferente. Esto prue
ba que el gobierno actual tiene las elecciones en sus manos y aun 
se cuida de que sean elegidos algunos miembros de la oposici6n. 
Todo esto constituye un sistema de explotaci6n de lo mas abyec
to, una caricatura de constitucionalismo, frases y latrocinio. 

Tunon de Lara who cites the preceding text goes on to comment: 

Desde 1885 hasta 1897, Canovas y Sagasta se dedicaron a 
cultivar ese sistema, por turno riguroso, mientras el enorme po
tencial material y espiritual de Espana pugnaba por hacer saltar 
esa corteza, o mejor dicho, esa capa aislante de vacio, que, al ate
nazar esas energias, permitia la vida muelle de los cien mil espa
fioles (entre los dieciocho millones) de que hablara el intuitivo 
principe aleman 3

• 

This picture of Spanish economic and social life applies principally 
to the vast regions of central and southern Spain (Castile, Andalusia). 
It should be noted in passing, nonetheless, that during the Regency 
in the 1880's and 1890's, the dynamic periphery in the north and 
northeast (Cataluna, the Basque countries) exhibited remarkable growth 
and development, though only in Cataluna did there arise «an autono
mous middle-class civilization, vital and open to influences from 
abroad» 4

• What is essential for our purposes, in order to appreciate 
the artistic sensibility of S. G. 0., is to realize that fully three quarters 
of Spain remained primarily an agrarian country. Vicens Vives sum
marizes the situation: «La industrializaci6n no modific6 en nada la 
economia agraria de Espana, que continu6 basada en la gran propiedad, 
la rutina y unas tecnicas anticuadas» 5• Again, on the same subject, 
Tunon de Lara observes: «La aparici6n de un verdadero capitalismo en 
esos anos no debe velarnos la permanencia de la estructura econ6mica 
arcaica de nuestro pais, que seguia esencialmente agraria» 6

• Tunon 
concludes his treatment of this subject in the following terms: 

En resumen, Espana seguia siendo el pais agrario, de agricul
ra no capitalista, sino atrasada, el pais de escaso mercado inte
rior; aun jugaba en el mercado exterior con sus materias primas, 
pero la salida de estas se realizaba en detrimento de sus propias 
posibilidades de industrializaci6n. Su industria ligera luchaba con 
los precios de las materias primas y, mas aun, con los precios de 
la maquinaria a importar, lo que repercutia en un costo elevado 
de producci6n, pese a los salarios nada elevados. Mientras el mun-
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do entero se lanzaba a la aventura exaltante del siglo xx, Espana 
era aun prisionera de los moldes de vida de otros tiempos 7

• 

It is precisely this sense of a dependent, archaic, agrarian economy 
that leads Raymond Carr in his history to observe that «Spain remained 
economically and socially invertebrate, a colonial economy exploited 
by foreign capital» 8

• The following expressive descriptions can also be 
found throughout Carr's work: «free trade condemned Spain to the 
'slavery' of an archaic agrarian economy» (p. 279); «there was no 
hope of an agrarian reform which might release productivity 'impri
soned' by the latifundia system» (p. 400); «thus by 1930, when a 
Roman would still have felt at home on an Andalusian estate ... » 
(p. 1) 9. 

With this awareness and sensitivity now, let us turn to Machado's 
early poetry and observe how certain aspects of the economic and social 
reality of Restoration Spain are reflected in the language of poetic 
imagery. The «plazas en sombra», the deserted street scenes, the ruins 
of buildings and churches projected on the screen of the poetic imagition, 
capture the static, stagnant conditions of a society «imprisoned» by 
an archaic system. The sense of containment, of imprisonment, of 
unrealized potential, is everywhere in evidence: 

j Alegria infantil en los rincones 
de las ciudades muertas! ... 

Ese aroma que evoca los fantasmas 
de las fragancias virgenes y muertas. 

Primavera 
viene -su veste blanca 
flota en el aire de la plaza muerta-; 

En la marm6rea taza 
reposa el agua muerta. 

El agua de la fuente 
resbala, corre y suefia 
lamiendo, casi muda, 
la verdinosa piedra. 

(l II) IO 

(VII) 

(X) 

(XXXII) 

(XCVI) 

The energy, youth and regenerative powers of Spain are trapped by 
the lethal heritage of a decadent society. Children are imprisoned in 
school, work in the countryside is chained to the eternal wheel of the 
«noria», people of the provincial towns live a slow death on balconies 
and behind windows -everywhere vital forces are denied by the 
powerful inheritance of the past. 

The subtle and acute sense of things irretrievably lost, the emotion 
of the dying sunset, the disappearance of autumn's golden foliage all 
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become doubly charged. This is no world that, in the words of Tufi6n, 
«Se lanzaba a la aventura exaltante del siglo XX». Rural Spain of the 
center and the south is no dynamic or progressive European society, 
preparing itself for entrance into the twentieth century. This is a society 
«prisionera de los moldes de vida de otros tiempos». This is a society 
whose ruined buildings, dusty roads, «norias», and «torreones» bear 
the stamp of another age, an archaic society whose future is condemned 
to be the eternal repetition of what has always been. Is not this an 
important sense of the monotony and bitterness associated with the 
water ( «eterna cantora») of the fountain in Poem VI or with the «eter
na rueda» of the «noria» in Poem XLVI? This is, at least, part of what 
is wrong with the traveler in search of his lost land of infancy and 
paradise 11

• He can not separate his personal quest from the condition 
of the «fallen» world around him. What chance does he have of realizing 
his potential for love and growth in a world so fraught with sterility and 
death? How can the pilgrim in search of springtime and young love 
ever forget that the road he travels has been cursed and condemned 
by «la vieja Espana?» The «Virgen esquiva y compafiera» of Poem XXIX, 
the youthful energy and potential of life in a new and better Spain 
(the dream of Francisco Giner and the «institucionistas») coexists with 
and is contaminated by the specter of death of an archaic Spain. Surely 
this is the reason for both her elusiveness and the terrible bitternP-ss 
of her love: 

Deten el paso, belleza 
esquiva, deten el paso. 

Besar quisiera la amarga, 
amarga flor de tus labios. (XVI) 

Perhaps nowhere is the poetic sense of unrealized potential in an 
archaic society more profoundly treated than in the theme of youth and 
young love. We recall that for Giner and the men of the Instituci6n 
the enormous energy, potential and future of a country is deposited in 
its youth. But the powerful truth of Machado's artistic vision belies 
the idealism and the optimism of his teachers. The youth of S. G. 0. 
is trapped in schools, or in old streets of dead cities, defeated and 
prematurely gray in the case of the younger brother of Poem I, or 
wasted or unlived in the case of the poetic personality itself. Even the 
images of young women, drawn from the myths of classical antiquity, 
have contemporary significance for Restoration Spain, as they consistently 
convey the sense of young love and womanhood, violated, tragically 
affected, ruined or spoiled in some way: Persephone, stolen away by 
the Lord of the Underworld, carries the kiss of death on her per
manently, and the beautiful and dangerous Diana, virgen huntress who 
hated both men and marriage 12

• Even the vision of the «linda don
cellita» of Poem XIX, whose innocence and life-affirming activity seem 
to dominate the scene at the end of the poem in this way: 
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Tu miras al aire 
de la tarde bella, 
mientras de agua clara 
el cantaro llenas. 

Even she can not escape the elements of stagnation and disintegration 
that playfully, but significantly, make up her early autumn environment: 

jVerdes jardinillos, 
claras plazoletas, 
fuente verdinosa 
donde el agua suefia, 
donde el agua muda 
resbala en la piedra ! ... 

Las hojas de un verde 
mustio, casi negras 
de la acacia, el viento 
de septiembre besa, 
y se lleva algunas 
amarillas, secas, 
jugando, entre el polvo 
blanco de la tierra. 

Linda doncellita 

This situational irony in which the environment seems to deny the 
conditions of life it supports or in which elements of life and vitality 
are constantly juxtaposed to and contained by elements of death and 
sterility is characteristic of the poetic vision of Machado in S. G. 0. Let 
us study several poems in some detail now and observe how a special 
configuration of imagery accounts for the expressive organization of 
the poem and responds ultimately to a vision of youth, love and vitality, 
trapped in an archaic and decadent society. We note the clear juxtapo
sition of opposing forces in the following poem of «Del Camino»: 

El sol es un globo de fuego, 
la luna es disco morado. 

Una blanca paloma se posa 
en el alto cipres centenario. 

Los cuadros de mirtos parecen 
de marchito velludo empolvado. 

! El jardin y la tarde tranquila! ... 
Suena el agua en la fuente de marmot. (XXIV) 

We note how the positive and the negative, the life-affirming and life
denying, vitality and mortality constitute the two poles of meaning 
conveyed by the following pairs of contrasted elements: sun -moon; 
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dove- cypress tree; myrtle-dust; garden -afternoon; water- marble. 
We further note that sun, dove, myrtle, garden and water, in addition 
to many obvious positive connotations, are associated with both sacred 
and profane love in classical and Christian traditions. Though the 
traveler of the quest in «Del Camino» is not here present or mentioned 
by name, the emotional climate of an amorous quest is intensely felt . 
Both the dove and the myrtle are emblems of love, sacred to Venus. 
And the recurring image of the garden throughout S. G. 0. requires 
us to recognize it as a symbol of paradise. We should note, however, 
that though this image may evoke the perfect land of innocence and 
infancy, it is not the garden of paradise which possesses eternity. This 
garden is submerged in temporality, subject like all mortal existence to 
the laws of decay and death. Finally, the murmuring water contained 
in the marble fountain is the perfect summary of the significance of all 
that has gone before. The fountain of the waters of life -a symbol 
that contains the highest and most sacred significance, particularly 
within the Christian tradition- is here and everywhere throughout 
S. G. 0., contained by stone or by marble. Durable and ornamental 
stone that it is, marble suggests an image of the fountain as a statue, 
a constant reminder of an older age that continues to exist, and to 
stagnate, in the present. Fountain water contained by stone, a «leit
motif» throughout the early poetry, captures subtly a sense of «la 
amargura de la limitaci6n», as the poet's younger brother so well 
describes 13

• 

One more pattern in the poem deserves our attention. We note 
that the elements under elaboration occupy a hierarchy of existence 
that begin in the sky and end at ground level. As we surrender to the 
vision of the poem, our attention follows a downward course -from 
the sun and moon, to a bird at rest in a tall cypress tree, to myrtle 
bushes, to water almost buried in a marble fountain. The description 
itself parallels the decline of the burning sun into the west and is 
subtly expressive of the «fallen» world of an archaic society. Though 
the vision of the poem is a very static one (there are no verbs of 
action at all), it is nonetheless highly charged with a sense of age 
md decay. 

Poem XXXII offers an expressive variation of this profound and 
characteristic vision of the world in S. G. 0. Even more so than the 
preceding poem, the quietude and the immobility of the following 
scene capture the funereal atmosphere of a moribund rural and pro
vincial society: 

Las ascuas de un crepusculo morado 
detras del negro cipresal humean ... 
En la glorieta en sombra esta Ia fuente 
con su alado y desnudo Amor de piedra, 
que suefia mudo. El la marm6rea taza 
reposa el agua muerta. 
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The expressive organization of this poem follows patterns similar to the 
ones just studied. There are only three sentences here. In each sentence, 
there is one life-affirming element (sun, love, and water), and in each 
case, the vitality of the element is denied, and denied progressively with 
greater vigor: the sun, like the embers of a dying fire, has not yet been 
totally extinguished; Love (a Cupid figure) is locked in stone, its free 
and uninhibited or spiritual nature ( «alado y desnudo») is severely 
qualified by stone, dream and muteness; the life of the water is totally 
denied, as it rests in an attitude of death. Thus, there is more than a 
sustained contrast of opposing forces here; darkness, lifelessness and 
death clearly prevail over the sun, love, and water. 

The funereal sense of the cypress tree in this poem is more fully 
developed than in the previous Poem XXIV. Following the image of 
the glowing embers of a dying sun, the cypress trees here remind us 
that they are the traditional tree of cemeteries in many parts of Spain. 
Thus, there is an unmistakable death-like atmosphere as the poem 
opens; also a sense of imminence, of something about to die, as the 
light and the fire burn out («humean»). How well this sense of the 
imminence of death is fulfilled by the ending of the poem. The imagi
native vision of the poem tells us that something does indeed die; the 
water is dead. The associations with graveyard, provoked by the «ne
gro cipresal», are further reinforced by the connotations of the language 
in the last sentence. «Marm6rea taza», the marble basin of the fountain, 
cold, heavy, and ornamental, suggests a gravestone or a tombstone in 
this context. «Reposar» is precisely the appropiate word that might be 
used as part of the inscripcion on a tombstone. Thus, the personified 
figure of water here is not only dead, it is buried, and it fulfills the 
sense of cemetery conveyed earlier by the expressive imagery of the 
opening lines. 

As we have already tried to indicate in an earlier article (see foot
note 11), the poetic personality of S. G. 0. did not and could not 
believe in a transcendent God, but it does indeed make poetically 
effective use of the emotionally charged imagery of Christian symbolism. 
In the elaboration of a personal myth of redemption, the fountain lies 
at the center of the traveler's garden of paradise. Here the death of 
the waters of the fountain conveys a powerfully negative view of the 
possibility for rebirth and youth and innocence. The death of this 
possibility in the context of the quest for an inner paradise means the 
death of the possibility of «glory». Of course, there will be no luminous 
vision of God in the celestial garden of the heavens; and there will 
be no inner vision of light, truth and self-knowledge for one who 
seeks an immanent source of divinity. The only glory is the «glorieta 
en sombra», at the center of a «fallen» garden, presided over not by 
the love of God, but by a man-made, stonewrought image of Love. A 
dramatic contrast, indeed, between the longing for a perfect world and 
the reality of an archaic society! We may observe once again how the 
elements elaborated in this poem occupy a hierarchy of position that 
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obliges the reader's attention to follow a descending order -sunset, 
stone statuary of the fountain, water buried in the marble basin. Again 
the presentation of poetic imagery subtly parallels the decline of the 
sun, the decline of life, the decline of a moribund and provincial 
society. Though this is only one powerfully negative vision (and 
powerfully negative state of mind) in the traveler's quest, it is a 
recurring one throughout S. G. 0. and it captures as well as any poem 
the sense of light, love, and life, trapped and suffocated by the oppres
sive atmosphere of an archaic society. 

The preceding two poems are taken from «Del Camino», where 
the principal patterns of the quest are most fully developed. Despite 
the fact that the strictly personal nature of an inner drama is insistently 
elaborated in this section, we see even here, projected on the screen 
of the poetic imagination, images that are expressive of the static, 
stagnant conditions of an «imprisoned» society. In other sections of 
S. G. 0., especially in the first division of nineteen poems, but also in 
«Humorismos, Fantasias, Apuntes», as well as in «Galerias» and «Va
ria», the treatment of the quesst is extended to include a social signi
ficance for other groups in Spanish society. Let us study carefully 
now, in three different and highly significant poems, the characteristic 
vision of S. G. 0., particularly as it focuses upon the world of 
children. 

The very last poem of the work, Poem XCVI, is both a perfect 
summation of Machado's sense of life in Spanish society during the 
Restoration, as well as a magnificent example of the poet's artistic 
talent at the height of its expressive powers: 

SOL DE INVIERNO 

Es mediodfa. Un parque. 
Invierno. Blancas sendas; 
simetricos montfculos 
y ramas esqueleticas. 

Bajo el invernadero, 
naranjos en maceta, 
y en su tone!, pintado 
de verde, la palmera. 

Un viejecillo dice, 
para su ca pa vieja: 
« iEI sol, esta hermosura 
de sol! ... » Los nifios juegan 

El agua de la fuente 
rebala, corre y suefia 
lamiendo, casi muda, 
la verdinosa piedra. 
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Again the familiar opposition of life-affirming elements and life-denying 
elements determine the expressive organization of the poem and convey 
its essential vision. We can observe in the title and in each stanza 
the following series of contrasts and tensions: the sun at noon, at the 
peak of its vitality, the season in winter in a state of dormancy; a 
park, symbol of paradise, the longed-for state of perfection, here 
converted into the specter of a cemetery, under the spell of winter; 
the edenic and Christian imagery of orange and palm trees 14 converted 
into something false and artificial (potted and painted), under the 
conditions of a greenhouse; the young chilciren in the ascendency of 
life, an old man in his declining years; the vitality and playfulness of 
the fountain water, contained by the moss-covered stone, expressive 
of age, permanence and stagnation. 

But the complexity of this poem is greater than the two previously 
analysed. Not only does the expressiveness here arise from the contrast 
of elements within each stanza, but also from contrasts between dif
ferent stanzas. If we compare the second with the first stanza, a kind 
of situational irony emerges. We note that there is something very 
incongruous about the survival of these tropical plants in the middle 
of winter -tropical plants in a winter house («invernadero»)! The 
utter artificiality of the attempt to extend the life of this lost «paradise» 
is further indicated by «maceta» and «tonel», and by the subtle 
placement of the phrase «pintado de verde». «Painted with green» 
suggests the effort to create a springtime or summer feeling, appropriate 
to the character of this indoor oasis. But let us observe carefully the 
real effect of the following two poetic lines: 

y en su tonel, pintado 
de verde, la palmera. 

«Pintado de verde» distributed over two lines, midway between «tonel» 
and «palmera», has the poetic effect of contaminating «la palmera» 
with its meaning. The logic of grammar («pintado» does indeed modify 
«ton el») yields ever so subtly to the logic of the poetic line («de ver
de, la palmera»). It is as if the date palm were painted green! In an 
almost imperceptible way, the color green, so often expressive of life 
and vitality, here acquires a negative sense. A coating of green paint, 
associated as much with «palmera» as «tonel», is antithetical to natural 
life forces and conveys a sense of pure artificiality and sterility. 

Abundant parallels and contrasts can be observed between the 
third and fourth stanzas. The water is like the children, while the moss-
covered stone is like the old man. The activity of the water ( «resbala, 
corre, sueiia») captures the play and the illusion of the children, while 
the sto,ne's cover of «verdin» suggests an analogy with the «capa vieja» 
of the old man. Both the stone and the old man suffer the effects of 
age. But the old man is sensitive, the stone is not. The old man responds 
to nature's beauty and touch («esta hermosura de sol»), the stone is 
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insensitive to the water's gentle touch («lamiendo»). The irony of life 
is that the old man with his gifts of acquired sensitivity and appreciation 
will soon die. The stone is permanent and has nothing to show for its 
«life» except the moss of stagnant waters. The larger poetic statement 
of stanzas three and four would seem to be that just as the vitality 
and playfulness of the water is contained by the moss-covered stone, 
so the life and energy of childhood are contained by old age and 
decrepitude. In fact, a key organizing principle of the entire poem might 
be expressed both literally and figuratively by the idea of containment: 
the sun at midday is contained by the season of winter; the tropical 
plants are explicitly contained and imprisoned within the green house; 
the old man is contained in his cape; the children are contained by old 
age, and the water is contained by the stone fountain. Winter, greenhouse, 
old cloak, old age, and stone fountain all represent the limiting and 
confining conditions of life -a poetic vision doubly charged with 
significance in the context of a Spanish society, imprisoned by an 
archaic system. 

But the vision of this poem is not the static one of the two poems 
previously analyzed. There is a progression from perfect stillness to 
movement and back to stillness again. The first stanza depicts a scene 
that is utterly static, frozen, inert, expressive of winter as the season 
of death. The park appears appropriately as a cemetery, with symmetrical 
mounds like graves, and skeletal branches that suggest the bones of 
the dead. This sense of the world, rigid and frozen, is further enhanced 
by the bilateral symmetry of the corresponding lines. Then we pass in 
the second stanza to a description of artificial life in a «winter house». 
The positioning of the color green, as we have already noted, serves 
to reinforce the artificial effect. In fact, the entire scene strikes us as 
incongruous as though «painted» in artificially. There are no verbs 
or indications of movement at all. There is simply the arrangement 
of fruit trees and color, as though the painterly effect of a still life 
is sought. But the rigidity of syntax of the first stanza gives way at 
least to a greater flexibility and a smoother flow of language, as if to 
prepare us for the real life to come. 

Then, finally, in the third stanza, there is an injection of human 
emotion as the old man exclaims how beautiful the sun is. It is at 
this point that the poetic world comes to life. The children play and 
the fountain water slips and runs. It is as if the sun has finally warmed 
up the .iuices of life -the feelings of old age and the energy of youth. 
Again the logic of the poetic line makes itself felt: 

de sol!» ... Los nifios juegan. 

Unconscious though they may be, the children are really closer than 
the old man to the life and the energy of the sun. In this context, 
how expressive is the imagery and the syntax of the final stanza. The 
fountain water represents a little allegory of human life. It captures 
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the youthful energy, vitality and illusions of childhood («resbala, corre 
y suefia») as well as something of the sensitivity and enfeeblement of 
old age («lamiendo, casi muda»), before it comes to rest against the 
stone of death. A full cycle has been completed, and with this image, 
«la verdinosa piedra», we have returned to the graveyard feeling of 
the first stanza. The last image of the poem, «the water licking against 
the moss-covered rock», captures perfectly the sense of futility and 
sterility that characterizes the final poems of S. G. 0. Again, and for 
the final time, the water of the fountain expresses «la amargura de 
la limitaci6n», in an archaic and stagnant society. 

«Sol de invierno», studied in isolation from the larger world of 
S. G. 0. and studied in isolation from its historical and social context, 
generally does not merit from the critic more than a passing com
mentary on the theme of youth and old age. But we may now advance 
the deeper meaning of the poem that the life of young children in a 
certain Spanish society is about as inconsequential as the life of spring 
water trapped in an old stone fountain. Surely, then, a much higher 
degree of social awareness is present here and throughout S. G. 0. 
than is generally suspected. Let us consider two more poems where 
the vision of the children's world and its social significance is even 
more fully developed. At the very beginning of S. G. 0., in one of 
the introductory poems, we may take note of the poet's special sensitivity 
to the situation of school children in «la vieja Espana»: 

La plaza y los naranjos encendidos 
con sus frutas redondas y risuefias. 

Tumulto de pequefios colegiales 
que, al salir en desorden de la escuela, 
llenan el aire de la plaza en sombra 
con la algazara de sus voces nuevas. 

iAlegria infantil en los rincones 
de las ciudades muertas ! 
iY algo nuestro de ayer, que todavia 
vemos vagar por estas calles viejas! (Ill) 

To begin with, one can not help but respond to the attractive 
sentiment contained in the poetic commentary of the final two lines. 
They convey the poignant feeling of the man of today, as he recognizes 
among these «pequefios colegiales» his former self of yesterday. There 
is something unsuppressible about youthful joy and good spirits, especial
ly the joy of bursting out of school and being free. It is so strong here, 
it is contagious, and it seems to resuscitate in the observer a youthful 
spirit of the past, a special feeling projected in the atmosphere, carefree, 
wandering still, along these old streets. But if we pay close attention 
to the entire poem and concentrate once again on its expressive 
organization, we will find, I think, that there is more emotion and 
significance here than that of pure nostalgia and relived moments of 
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the past. Let us consisder first, then, the characteristic vision of S. G. 0., 
perhaps more evident here than anywhere in the entire volume. The 
situational irony, the balance of opposing forces (of stone containing 
life, of the old and the new, the dead and the living), which here 
becomes progressively sharper, needs no special commentary: 

la plaza - los naranjos encendidos 
la escuela - pequefios colegiales 
la plaza en sombra - sus voces nuevas 
las ciudades muertas - alegrfa infantil 
estas calles viejas - algo nuestro de ayer 

What does need special commentary, perhaps, is the significance of 
this school in Machado's poetic world. We need only to recall «Ia abo
rrecida escuela» of «Las moscas» (Poem XLVIII) or to remember the 
«monotonia» of «Recuerdo infantil» (Poem V) to feel sure that the 
school for Machado is a place of boredom and sterility. It stifles rather 
than promotes the life of the mind, as we will soon directly see. This 
negative sense of the school is surely felt or implied here. The children 
give a tremendous shout of joy and liberation as they break out of the 
confinement of what for them has been a prison all day long. But the 
complex vision of this poem contains a bitter irony, an irony that has 
to do not with the relived moments of the past. but with the future that 
lies ahead for these children. What chance will they have to grow and 
to prosper and flourish in the midst of these dead cities? These «peque
fios colegiales», of course, are unconscious. They play when they are free 
and they express their animal vitality. But in the larger awareness of 
the poem and of the poetic world of S. G. 0., we see the bitter irony 
in this liberation from school. The children escape from one kind of 
prison, only to enter another kind of prison. Like the spring water of 
Poem XCVI, that slides and runs out into the basin only to end by 
lapping futilely against the old stone of the old fountain, so the youthful 
happiness of new voices here reverberates through and is contained by 
the old streets and dark plazas of dead cities. We can now better 
understand the nostalgia expressed at the end of the poem. It is the 
kind of world and the kind of a society in which an adult has nothing 
to look forward to, only to look back upon . 

We may note finally the attractiveness of these «naranjos encendi
dos» -alive with color, round, smiling, inviting. Edenic images, beautiful 
reminders of that lost perfect world, so strongly desired by the traveler 
on his quest. The special significance of the oranges here is that they 
are present when the children are absent, and then absent when the 
children are present -creating the effect of a tantalizing mirage. They 
crearly dominate the plaza in which they are contained; they are alive, 
lit up. They seem to beckon invitingly, and the children are trapped in 
school. When the children finally escape their confinement, the oranges 
disappear mysteriously, fade unnoticed into the darkness and the shadows 
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of the plaza. These school children, like the traveler of so many poems, 
are separated from their garden of paradise. They, too, must live out 
their lives in the «fallen» world of a stagnant society, in «la aborrecida 
escuela» or in «los rincones de las ciudades muertas». 

We recall that the traveler's search for paradise, for a world of 
perfection, results only in the bitterness and frustration of failure. He 
encounters everywhere, in the galleries of his mind, the shadow and 
dust and age of a «fallen» world. We must understand further that 
these conditions, too, apply to everyone in S. G. 0., including and 
especially children. For the profound vision of this poetic masterpiece 
reflects the real conditions of an archaic Spain as it reveals the 
encirclement of all that is young and vital in the deadly atmosphere 
of the past. 

Let us consider finally the powerful poetic vision of Poem V, where 
the reason for the children's joy of Poem III becomes abundantly 
clear. «Recuerdo infantil» is more than the grim portrayal of the deaden
ing influence of the classroom. It surely recreates some of the poet's 
own unfortunate experience in Spanish schools in the late 18.80's 15

• 

More importantly, it captures an outmoded and prevailing method of 
education in the Spanish school system of the time, and it relates, in 
a devastating way, the significance of what goes on in the classroom to 
the larger world of Spanish history and society: 

Una tarde parda y fria 
de invierno. Los colegiales 
estudian. Monotonia 
de lluvia tras los cristales. 

Es la clase. En un cartel 
se representa a Cain 
fugitivo, y muerto Abel, 
junto a una mancha carmin. 

Con timbre sonoro y hueco 
truena el maestro, un anciano 
mal vestido, enjuto y seco, 
que lleva un libro en la mano. 

Y todo un coro infantil 
va can tan do la lecci6n: 
«mil veces ciento, cien mil; 
mil veces mil, un mill6n». 

Una tarde parda y frfa 
de invierno. Los colegiados 
estudian. Monotonia 
de la lluvia en los cristales. 

This is certainly not the classroom of the venerable Francisco Giner, 
who always dressed neatly and who scorned textbooks. Certainly not 
the Francisco Giner, who delighted in Socratic discussion, and in songs 
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and games with a small group of pupils in the garden of the Institu
ci6n. This is the traditional system of «la vieja Espana», traditional 
learning by textbooks, by choral recitation, by rote, from poorly paid 
professors without interest in the moral and intellectual personalities 
of their pupils. Both teachers and students are mechanically performing 
the most dreadful of lessons. How well the various expressive features 
of the poem convey the most stifling monotony -the regular, con
sonantal rhyme, the internal rhyme («tarde parda», «estudian ... llu
via»), and the enormous size of the numbers under multiplication, 
suggesting the infinite tedium of the afternoon's exercise. 

Though the familiar vision of containment and imprisonment is 
here very much in evidence, this poem possesses a very different kind 
of structure than that which has been analyzed thus far. The special 
expressive organization of this poem arises, in part, from the various 
comparisons between what goes on inside the classroom and what goes 
on in the world outside. Damaso Alonso has called our attention to 
an important stylistic detail, which will provide a useful point of 
departure for our discussion now 16

• He points out that, in the Pueyo 
edition (1907), the first and last stanzas are perfectly identical. But in 
the Poesias Comp/etas, a slight modification is introduced. The ending 
of the first stanza continues unchanged: 

... Monotonia 
de lluvia tras los cristales. 

But the ending of the last stanza now reads: 

... Monotonia 
de la lluvia en los cristales. 

With the benefit of this critic's sensitivity, we begin to realize that the 
sound of rain has become more concrete and particularized -«lluvia» 
becomes «la lluvia». The visual scene has given way ever so subtly to 
an auditory impression -«tras» is replaced by «en». The sound of 
rain has invaded the classroom and is associated directly with the chil
dren's voices: «hay ahora como una participaci6n directa en el am
biente, de la lluvia, no ya fuera, como fondo del cuadro, sino mon6tona 
sobre los cristales, cayendo y resbalando sobre los cristales, asociada 
directamente a la monotonia encerrada... (mon6tona aritmetica canta
da; mon6tona lluvia sobre cristal)» 17

• This observation permits us to 
see further appropriateness to the numbers under elaboration («mil 
veces mil, un mill6n»). They apply perfectly to the infinitude of rain
drops. It is, in fact, as if the children were counting the raindrops. 

The relationship between the chanted arithmetic and the sound of 
rain (between what transpires on either side of the «Cristales») awakes 
our sensitivity to other metaphorical language of the poem. We note 
that the voice of the old schoolteacher is expressed in this way: 
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Con timbre sonoro y hueco 
truena el maestro, un anciano 

The old man is described in relation to his school children in stormy 
atmospheric terms: just as thunder calls forth the rain, so does his 
commanding voice call forth the chanted arithmetic from the children. 
The old man thunders and the children «rain», a metaphorical relation
ship even more skillfully drawn through the expressive qualities of 
sound. We note the sharp contrast between the deep, thunderous voice 
of the old man conveyed by the «o's» and «u's», «tru» and «tro», and 
the high-pitched voices of the children conveyed by the multiple repe
tition of the accented «i» in the words, «infantil», «mil», and «mill6n». 

What requires special commentary here, because its richness of 
meaning is developed throughout a whole series of poems, is the poetic 
significance of the word «Cristal». If we review the many contexts in 
which «Cristal» appears (particulary, Poems VI, XXXIV, XXXVII, 
XLIX, LXII), we discover that it most often possesses qualities of the 
mirror and is valued for its reflective capacity: water as «Cristal», as a 
potential mirror; window as «Cristal», as an ambiguous mirror; and 
dreams have «Cristales» in the sense of looking glasses of the mind, 
mirrors of the mind. This sense of «Cristal» as mirror, particulary as 
mirror of the mind, is operating here, I believe. Let us examine one 
more bit of internal evidence that supports this interpretation. On two 
previous occasions we have seen how the logic of the poetic line sug
gests and enriches poetic meanings under elaboration. In «Recuerdo 
infantil», this technique is employed several times with great effect. 
The two most prominent examples are to be found in the third lines 
of the first and last stanzas: 

estudian. Monotonia 

The children do indeed «study monotomy» as they chant their arithme
tic interminably. «Cristal», thus, acquires two meanings as panes of 
glass of windows, and as the mirrors of the minds of the children. (ls 
it just a coincidence that «los cristales» echoes so perfectly <<los cole
giales?» ). 

And now, the stylistic variant observed earlier by Damaso Alonso 
acquires even greater significance: 

... Monotonia 
de la lluvia en los cristales. 

The vision of the poem, as we have already seen, establishes the asso
ciation of the numbers with the raindrops. The children seem to be 
counting raindrops or «raining» numbers. Now the introduction of the 
definite article («la lluvia» instead of «lluvia») and the replacement 
of «tras» with «en» articulate the new poetic meanings developed m 
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this poem. We must now read the language of the last stanza figurati
vely, as well, in this way: The school children study the monotony of 
the rain of numbers on the mirrors of their minds. What is reflected 
on the mirrors of their minds is the image of monotony, the image of 
raindrops that run over the mind like rain over a window pane. In 
fact, a kind of brainwash is going on here. Just as the rain beats a 
pattern of monotony on the window pane, so the chanted arithmetic 
«rains» relentlessly on the minds of the children. Traditional learning 
is uselessly pounded into them until they are deadened to the impor
tant things of life. In fact, this is the significance suggested by the 
poetic logic of the second line in the poem: 

de invierno. Los colegiales 

Children, in spirit, are always creatures of springtime, of summer, of 
the sun («de sol! ... Los nifios juegan», Poem XCVI), but here they 
are suffocated under the season of winter. They have grown old before 
they have grown up, old before their time, «colegiales de invierno». 

The final and most important problem of the poem must now be 
addressed. What is the significance of the poster of Cain and Abel? It 
has never been questioned by any study of Machado's poetry, yet it is 
the first and only appearance in S. G. 0. of a theme that will later 
acquire great importance in Campos de Castilla. It deserves our full 
attention. The «cartel» provides the only image, the only representation 
of life and death, of something really important, in the entire class
room. Yet it seems so thoroughly forgotten, as the schoolmaster thun
ders and the children «rain» on and on. But the sensitive reader is not 
allowed to forget the significance of Cain and Abel. The logic of the 
poetic line here asserts itself with special force: 

Es la clase. En un cartel 

The effect of the grammatical period is lost in the sinalepha ( «clase. 
En») necessitated by a proper reading of the line. We are made to 
understand that the real lesson is not contained there in the school
master's book, but there in the poster before everyone's eyes. The real 
lessons is not the dull, stultifying exercise of arithmetic, but the drama
tic representation of a great truth, prominently displayed and so tho
roughly ignored. The poster is a powerful reminder that children must 
be taught to be moral and ethical beings rather than mimicking parrots 
-«thou shalt not kill thy brother» is a far more important lesson than 
the chanting of these meaningless numbers. But these numbers are only 
meaningless for the «anciano» and the «Colegiales», for those who are 
forced to perform them mechanically and abstractly. The special orga
nization and the superior awareness of this poem compel us to see 
that the numbers of stanza 4 apply perfectly to the fratricide of stan
za 2 18

• The numbers represent the number of times that brother has 
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killed brother throughout human history since that first tragic Biblical 
event 19• We may now return to and complete the earlier observation 
of Damaso Alonso. Just as the rain from the outside invades the class
room, so the lesson of the classroom «invades» the outside world. One 
million raindrops and one million fratricides -killing, like bad weather, 
seems to be a monotonous and endless condition of life. 

We would be wrong to conclude, however, that «Recuerdo infan
til» is making a general statement on a universal human condition. 
Within the larger vision of S. G. 0., we must understand that this 
poem is treating, with a high degree of social awareness and bitterness, 
the familiar theme of the unlived and wasted youth of Spanish society. 
The powerful commentary suggested here is that those who are trapped 
in the traditional modes of learning of a traditional society are con
demned to repeat the pattern of their species. These «colegiales» are 
the descendents of the children of Eve, destined themselves to partici
pate in this cycle of fratricide. What kind of world awaits these chil
dren in later life? Will they be condemned to live out their lives «en 
los rincones de las ciudades muertas», or will they be sent off to war 
and fratricide? In the context of nineteenth century Spanish history, 
the theme of Cain and Abel is a powerful and appropriate vehicle of 
social significance. Wars of national liberation, colonial wars, Carlist 
civil wars, industrial wars, peasant wars, and colonial wars again -fra
tricidal conflict of all dimensions, and especially the increasing social 
violence during the 1890's, to which the «noria» and the «cadalso» are 
most certainly related 20

• We can be sure that this kind of Spanish his
tory constitutes the world that filtered through the artistic conscious
ness of the author, not only of La Caricatura 21

, and not only of Campos 
de Castilla, but also of «Recuerdo infantil», and the work to which it 
belongs, Soledades, Galerias y Otros Poemas. 

NOTES 

1 For a brief but excellent introduction to the early formative years of Antonio 
Machado, see the recent book of Matyas Horanyi, Las dos Soledades de Antonio 
Machado. (Budapest: Akademiai Kiad6, 1975.) 

2 Raymond Carr on several occasions refers to the Spanish economy as a 
colonial economy. We note, for example, that when Narvaez is dismissed by the 
Queen in January 1846, Carr observes: «with his fall began a lamentable period 
of cabinet shuffles rendered more confused by the competing influences of the 
French and British ministers-both of whom backed different ministries and acted 
at times as if Spanish politicians had ceased to count as governors of an inde
pendent nation», Spain (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1966), p. 241. 

3 La Espana del Siglo XIX (Barcelona: Ed. Laia, 1976), vol. 2, pp. 66-67. 
4 Carr, p. 435. 
5 Coyuntura Econ6mica y Reformismo Burgues (Barcelona: Ariel, 1968), p. 174. 
6 La Espana del Siglo XIX, vol. 2, p. 143. 
7 La Espana del Siglo XIX, vol. 2, p. -144 
8 Spain, p. 398. 
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9 One good example of «productivity imprisoned by the latifundia system» 
is provided by Vicens Vives. In 1902, the government gave evidence of wanting 
to address itself to the «agrarian question» by creating the «lnstituto de Reformas 
Sociales», with the following results: 

Ademas, aplicando las ideas de Costa sobre la valoraci6n de los terrenos 
agricolas mediante la irrigaci6n, estableci6 el primer plan nacional de tra
bajos hidraulicos (plan Gasset, 1902), que se adoptaria de nuevo y mejo
raria en 1916. Pero las realizaciones no se multiplicaron: de 296 proyectos 
s6lo se llevaron a cabo una treintena. La causa fundamental de ello fue la 
falta de capitales. Los bancos espafioles y el capitalismo extranjero se 
desinteresaron por completo de este problema primordial. Menos del 1 por 
100 de los capitales de las sociedades an6nimas se consagr6 a la agricultura 
(Coyuntura Econ6mica, pp. 202-03). 

10 Antonio Machado, Obras: Poesia y Prosa, ed. by Aurora de Albornoz and 
Guillermo de Torre (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1964). All quotations of Machado 
will be taken from this edition. 

11 See my «The Nostalgia for Paradise and the Dilema of Solipsism in the 
Early Poetry of Antonio Machado», RHM, XXXVIII (1974-1975), pp. 30-52. 

12 «The Nostalgia for Paradise ... », pp. 34-39. 
13 Jose Machado, Ultimas soledades de Antonio Machado (Soria, 1971), p. 101. 
14 Just as the glory of Poem XXXII is a «glorieta en sombra», so the paradise 

here is a greenhouse or a park transformed into a cementery. This conversion of 
the positive images of the quest into their opposites responds very much to the 
ironic vision of the solipsist. 

15 Machado left Giner's lnstituci6n in 1889 and continued his studies for 
a short while in the Institutes of «San Isidro» and «Cardenal Cisneros» These 
latter schools may very well be the source of this «recuerdo infantil». 

16 Poetas Espaiioles Contemporaneos (Madrid: Gredos, 1965), p. 143. 
17 Poetas Espaiioles Contemporaneos, p. 144. 
18 The affinity of stanzas 2 and 4 is further reinforced by the repetitive effect 

of the accented «i» in key words, as well as by the stressed accent on the final 
syllable of the last word of each line, a pattern which departs from the metrical 
scheme of stanzas 1, 3 and 5. 

19 Pablo Neruda gives explicit expression to his same idea in La Espana 
Encendida (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1970): «Cain y Abel cayeron muchas veces 
(asesinados un mill6n de veces)», p. 31. 

20 Carr, pp. 442-443. See also A. Ramos Oliveira, Politics, Economics and Men 
of Modern Spain (New York: Arno Press, 1972), p. 122. 

21 This collection of Machado articles, edited by Enrique Paradas and published 
during 1892 and 1893, is contained in the edition of Aurora de Albornoz, La 
prehistoria de Antonio Machado (Mexico: Ed. La Torre, 1961). What is of special 
interest to us here is the series of nine sketches of political satire written in 
collaboration by the youthful Machado brothers under the pseudonym «Tablante 
de Ricamonte». All of these sketches reveal an acute sensitivity to the social 
disorders, turmoil and injustices of those years, a sensitivity acquired at a very 
early age, and prior to the composition of S. G. 0 . 



The Two Faces of Pedro Prado 

Candace Slater 
Dartmounth College 

The painter don Carlos Dorlhiac once remarked that his longtime friend, the 
Chilean writer Pedro Prado, «tuvo dos caras en una: un ojo de tristeza y otro 
de humor» 1• This observation by the author of a series of portraits of Prado 
takes on particular interest if one sees the two faces which he mentions as a 
physical manifestation of an interior condition. Ever since the beginning of his 
literary career, Prado revealed two opposing strains: one metaphysical or intros
pective, the other oriented toward the world at hand. To the extent that these 
tendencies mirror the literary heritage of modernismo and another, more realist 
vein revealing traces of criollismo and psychologically-oriented or humanitarian 
poetry and prose, this conflict is characteristic of many Latin American writers 
of the period 2. Prado's case is special, however, in that these disparate if not 
contrary styles correspond with unusual fidelity to two different sides of his 
own character. His early writing mirrors a fundamental tension between a genuine 
feeling for an everyday Chilean landscape peopled by members of the lower 
classes, and an indelibly aristocratic sense of Art as a religion and the artist as 
a privileged being. 

Born in 1888, the year that Ruben Dario's Azul first appeared in Valparaiso, 
Prado was the first Chilean writer to publish a book of free verse. Leader of 
the literary circle and journal called «Los Diez», he authored sixteen books of 
poetry and prose 3, Considered «el plexo solar de nuestra vida literaria alla por 
el afio 14», by Gabriela Mistral, he served as a guide to important younger 
authors, helping the then-unknown Pablo Neruda to bring out his first book of 
poems in 1921 4• Prado's place in Chilean letters owes much to his role in intro
ducing not only essentially twentieth-century forms such as free verse and prose 
poem, but also a thoroughly modern concern for the concrete and human -his 
own «reino de la Tierra»- upon which other writers would later expands. 

Prado, however, offers his readers numerous contradictions. Insisting on the 
huaso element in his own personality, he described the Chilean countryside and 
campesino without ever becoming a full-fledged criollista. Scornfully rejecting 
the Modernists' Ivory Tower, he periodically withdrew into his own brick tower 
for weeks on end. An :.ristocrat with a certain social conscience, he supported 
specific reforms in the social system he saw teetering about him, but had diffi
culty identifying with either the workers or the new urban middle class to which 
his children would belong. Vehemently opposed to what he considered the cons-
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traints of Modernist poetics, this early enemy of meter would write nothing but 
sonnets in his later years. In reality, Pedro Prado saw the world with two eyes: 
one focused on the far horizon, the other fixed upon the earth and his fellow 
men. If this interior conflict often made life difficult for him, it also explains 
much of the power and contemporary interest of the first two decades of his 
work. I would like here to suggest the nature of this opposition by looking at 
both sides of Prado's writing as a particularly clear case of the conflicts charac
terizing this period of Chilean literature. While the author was a complex, often 
contradictory individual who cannot be split like a prisca or enormous peach 
into two halves of equal value, this two-pronged approach is useful in high
lighting the ambivalence which marks the early Prado and postmodernism per se. 

THE WRITER AND HIS CONTEXT 

Like his contemporaries Banchs, Giiiraldes and Fernandez Moreno in neigh
boring Argentina, this first and only son of Absalon Prado and Laura Calvo 
Mackenna was born into the traditional landowning oligarchy. Influential in 
both Chile and Peru from colonial times onward, the poet's family had long 
held a proud place in an aristocracy open only to native bluebloods and the 
most successful businessmen of non-Spanish blood. Althought foodstuffs had 
provided the basis for the Chilean economy at the time of Independence, by 1881 
the nitrate and copper industries primarily controlled by foreigners accounted for 
the bulk of exports 6• It is therefore not surprising to find members of the tradi
tional elite such as Prado's father, a well-known doctor, entering the professions 
in order to supplement their income from agricultural properties. Despite consi
derable holdings in and around Santiago, the elder Prado encouraged his son to 
study architecture. His lack of confidence in the future appeared justified as the 
family estate eroded, then disappeared during the following decades as the tradi
tional oligarchy which he represented yielded to an urban entrepreneurial class. 

The years of Prado's youth saw a series of social and economic crises to which 
Latin American writers, as well as politicians, were forced to respond. In Chile, 
as elsewhere, the traditionally progressive Liberal party proved unable to solve 
pressing problems associated with immigration, urbanization and increasing fo
reign control of key industries. While the landed oligarchs continued to cham
pion laissez-faire economic policies cushioned by paternalistic relief measures in 
the countryside, the population of Chile's cities doubled and trebled, creating a 
restless urban proletariat. Pedro Prado's first work in prose («Cuadro de estio: 
el invalido») appeared in 1905, the year that Santiago street demonstrations 
against a new protective meat tariff threatened to erupt into a general strike. 
The writer's election as president of the Students' Union of the Universi
ty of Chile occurred during the same period in which Luis Emilio Recabarren, 
later founder of the Socialist Workers' Party was elected to, then summarily 
ejected from Parliament. The wholesale massacre of dissident nitrate miners and 
their families in Iquique took place in 1907, a year before the publication of 
Prado's initial book. Although the author never mentions these events directly, 
his work mirrors the turmoil surrounding him from birth. 

During the early years in which Prado briefly ventured south «as a muledri
ver», then worked as hacendado, architect, director of the National Museum of 
Fine Arts and country judge, the social climate within Chile remained tense. As 
North American companies such as Bethlehem Steel, Anaconda and Kennecott 
moved to monopolize the mining industry, economic changes brought on by World 
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War I intensified existing labor discontent. Between 1911 and 1920, workers 
struck 293 times, and the Chilean Workers' Federation (FOCH) organized as a 
simple mutual aid society in 1909 became increasingly militant 7. Prado began 
publishing his journal Los Diez in order to provide a new kind of Chilean writing, 
on the eve of what he, like many others, believed to be a new, more just society. 
The triumph of reformist president Arturo Alessandri in 1920 was made possible 
by a coalition of «workers and miners who labored under terrible conditions; 
members of the middle sectors who feared their savings as well as their liveli
hood might be wiped out because of economic depression following the end of 
hostilities in Europe; reformers who saw the Chilean political system as ana
chronistic; and even young aristocrats who rebelled against national leadership 
by superannuated oligarchs» s. Prado, a staunch supporter of the new president, 
clearly falls into the last category. 

Before the military's second coup against «the Lion of Tarapaca» in 1925, 
Prado had published two more books of poems, a poetic drama and a pamphlet 
entitled Bases para un nuevo gobierno y un nuevo parlamento (1934), which 
suggested reforms such as the institution of a government agency surprisingly 
like the CORFO (Corporaci6n de Fomento de la Producci6n) later created in 
19399. Nevertheless, when Alessandri fell in 1925, the author consented to re
present the ensuing dictator Carlos Ibanez on a diplomatic mission to Colombia, 
serving as consul there for eighteen months. 

While Prado was in Bogota, Ibanez proceeded to exile labor leaders, outlaw 
various labor organizations and disband the new Chilean Communist Party. Rea
lizing that a modern state could not rely exclusively upon its haciendas, he also 
financed a program of accelerated industrialization through extensive foreign 
loans. Unfortunately, the worldwide depression of 1929 generated rampant infla
tions and a drastic fall in exports which hurt landowners like Prado as well as 
urban laborers. Discontent among oligarchs and workers alike triggered the 
proclamation of a twelve-day Socialist Republic under Colonel Marmaduke Grove 
before Alessandri returned once more to power in 1932. 

Alessandri's second term saw a resurgence of various reform movements, and 
renewed interest in the commom worker's plight. For instance, the magazine 
Zig-Zag sent Prado and nine other writers to the northern mining region in 1933 
to write about the harsh landscape and its inhabitants for a growing audience 
back home. The election of Popular Front candidates in 1938 (Pedro Aguirre 
Cerda) and 1946 (Gabriel Gonzalez Videla) shows the extent to which the work
ing and growing middle classes had weakened the traditional oligarchy's hold 
upon the government. At the time of Prado's death in 1952, an election year 
in which Salvador Allende would be among the presidential candidates, newly 
deteriorating economic conditions were provoking a new wave of strikes. In 
short, the writer's lifetime was characterized by a series of upheavals representing 
a serious challenge to the Liberal tradition which he as a well-born landowner 
represented, but with which in his early years he did not always agree. This 
conflict between old and new, individual and community appears muted but 
constant in the first decades of his work.10 

EL OJO DE HUMOR 

Because the later Modernist writer tended to replace an exaggerated «artistic» 
language with a simpler treatment of domestic themes, it is difficult to label 
specific features of Padro's work strictly Modernist or Realist 11. We have, 
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however, already identified two more or less separate currents in virtually all 
the author's poetry and prose, which, though they sometimes fuse, also frequen
tly diverge. Prado's «ojo de humor» is trained upon the world about him, mani
festing itself in a lively and scrupulous attention to common objects and actions, 
specifically Chilean personages and landscapes, a social consciousness allied to 
firsthand observation, and a wry humor which deflates potential pretentiousness. 

When Prado's first book of free verse, Flores de cardo, appeared in 1908, it 
created a sensation because of its rejection of traditional metrical forms. Although 
the author's stylistic break with Modernist verse occupied the center of critical 
attention, the motives for this act of rebellion are clearly as important as the 
actual split. Prado's Ensayo sabre la poesia, written in 1911 and published in 
revised form five years later, offers the best expression of the young poet's 
rationale 12. 

Noting that rhythm affects the choice of individual words within a poem, the 
writer complains that those selections dictated by metric necessity are bound to 
carry other unintended meanings which may even actually be contrary to the 
poet's purposes. ( «Sucede ademas que las palabras a que la rima o el ritmo 
propuesto nos obligan, despiertan como lo harian otras multiples asociaciones de 
ideas; pero con la diferencia que por estas, diremos, en cierto modo exteriores 
al asunto, nos desvfan muchas veces de nuestro objetivo.») He therefore attacks 
all such systems, dismissing the notion that new rules («este sistema de pasos 
libres a determinadas formas») which merely shift without substantially easing 
existing boundaries will in any way allow the poet more freedom. For him, the 
only relatively free forms are those suggested by the poet's individual sense «de 
unico, de aparte, de especial, de distinto» which the writer must constantly seek 
to translate into words. 

Though this insistence on the repressive nature of traditional metric systems 
provides the major argument for Prado's essay, his most interesting, if not down
right revolutionary statements occur as a kind of postscript in the last two 
paragraphs. After expressing a predictable disgust for «la asquerosidad de las 
entrafias» within the healthy body, the writer does a kind of double-take, going 
on to question the very notion of inferior versus superior which he himself has 
posed. Speaking of the humble piece of bread which is nevertheless transformed 
into the very flesh of he who eats it, he vigorously rejects the concept of esthetic 
hierarchies, in declaring that «las cosas mas insignificantes que el hombre consu
me o en las que medita, se hacen humanidad y forman la suya propia.» The im
plications of this statement are truly far-reaching because they allow, if not re
quire, the poet to question all preconceived notion of beauty through a necessary 
recognition of their relativity. While Prado himself does not always take his own 
words to their logical conclusion, his assertation challenges the most hallowed 
values underlying Modernist forms. If indeed «graves cosas pueden revelar los -
hechos pequefios», the artist has no business ignoring wildflowers and crumbling 
huts in favor of lotus blossoms and alabaster palaces. Instead, he must seek ins
piration in the familiar and the potentially banal. The holistic vision proposed 
here by Prado does not allow the writer to exclude ordinary subjects as «Unpoe
tic», but instead demands intense respect for the commonplace objects and occur
rences which earlier poets had avoided or disdained. «Todo el mundo es belle
za», says the author in 1915, a year before the death of Dario, «lo que esta en 
nosotros y lo que esta fuera de nosotros; la alegria, el amor, el dolor y la muer
te; el aspecto facil de las cosas y su aspecto escondido. Nada es ruin y despre
ciable; algo que hiere nuestra vista puede regalar a nuestro coraz6n» 13. 
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To the extent that Prado is true to his own theory, Flores de cardo and three 
other initial books of free verse and prose poems (La casa abandonada, El llamado 
def mundo, Los pdjaros errantes, all published before the end of World War I) 
celebrate the physical universe peopled by real human beings. While lacking the 
overt sensuality of much Modernist poetry, with its lush perfumes, colors and 
texture, these poems are by and large true to the spirit of openness to actual 
persons, places and things suggested by the title «El llamado del mundo». The 
initial Flores de cardo poems are full of references to the near-at-hand: drowsy 
flies, fleshy laurel leaves, delicate blue veins. Sections suggestively labelled «Pla
ticas amigas», «Humanas», «Los dolores», «Conmigo» and «lntimas» testify to 
the book's inmediate, low-key appeal. Here the poet is no longer bard and pro
phet but a man speaking in normal tones to friends about the joys, sorrows and 
simple pleasures of everyday life. 

Prado's poetry is not, to be sure, a self-contained system. Almost invariably, 
the quotidian becomes a symbol for a higher plane of reality, as in his «Pan y 
flores» where the wheat and rose plants are equated to two different breeds of 
men. Although the poet insists that «todos frutos dan» and are therefore both 
important, it is clear that he considers himself and other artists kinsmen to the 
rose. While the images tend to take on a life of their own, as happens often in 
Prado's verse, this distinction still remains the subject of the poem. 

And yet, despite this ever-present tendency toward abstraction, Prado's early 
poetry bears witness to his acute appreciation of day-to-day events: a child 
savoring a flower's nectar, a woman peeling and eating an orange, an evocation 
of hands which are not compared to lilies but to busy «hormiguitas» which do 
not tire in common tasks. There is something decidedly «elemental» in Prado's 
observation of the thick petals of the orange rind or small snailshells of a wo
man's ears. If the poet does not fail to muse upon death, time and eternity, 
neither does he overlook the «blancas tazas de cafe» from which a comforting 
steam arises or the fragments of bread crumbled by a pensive father listening to 
his son. While some descriptions are hardly original (e. g., the comparison of the 
loved one's soul to a garden), even these may take an unexpected turn as when 
expected roses yield to «silvestres florecillas» which «nacen espontaneas». Often, 
the threat of sentimentality is allayed by a simple yet powerful image as when 
the calm surrounding a dead woman is compared to «el silencio que reina en el 
bosque vencido por el huracan». The snowballing enumeration of inmediate, 
eminently physical details, a hallmark of Prado's early poetry, will be later echoed 
by writers such as Rokha, Huidobro and Neruda, who will interpret the poet's 
sometime cry against «la inutil pureza» in a more consistent and far broader 
vein 14• 

It is safe to say, however, that the focus on the landscape characteristic of 
so much twentieth-century Chilean prose and poetry grows out of an attention 
to the material world. Prado, who early introduces native birds and vegetation 
(diucas, raras, peumos, litres) into his poetry, is also one of the first writers to 
create a specifically national context for his prose. The author who prides himself 
on knowing Chile «Como el hortelano los rincones de su heredad» bases his 
first novel La Reina de Rapa-Nui (1914) on facts taken piecemeal from the Anua
rio Hidogrdfico. Although Prado devotes considerable attention to «mares incan
descentes» and «nu bes amarillentas», he also describes huts patched with yellow
ing newspapers, fat hens and quick small lizards. The narrator, a writer for the 
Valparaiso Herald, begins his account with a detailed poetic meditation on Chile's 
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ubuquitous sea. The account that follows relies on a play-off between the factual 
and fantastic later repeated in a far more complex and accomplished manner in 
Alsino (1920), the story of a young campesino whose hunched back sprouts 
wings 15• While Prado does not attempt to capture the peasants' language word 
for word, as did some criollistas, he does create the sense of country people in a 
part of Chile where children scurry about after blackberries and birds' nests and 
woodcutters greet each other warmly upon meeting in the solitary fields. 

This attention to native themes and settings most commonly known as mun
donovismo, is deepened by a certain social consciousness which serves to coun
terbalance the more fantastic or strictly metaphoric moments in Prado's prose. 
The heroine of La Reina de Rapa-Nui, Coemata Etu, does not understand the 
concept of private property and expresses her disbelief in terms reflecting Prado's 
doubts about his own society: 

- Me has dicho, comenz6 la reina con su voz armoniosa, que en tu pals se 
castiga el robo. Y yo he comprendido que se castiga porque son muchos los 
que, no queriendo robar, no desean que otros se apoderen de sus cosas. En 
Rapa-Nui, en cambio, todos roban a todos; de esta manera nadie hace dafio a 
nadie. i,Por que no robas tu tambien? (p. 71). 

Although Alsino is first and foremost an allegory, it does not shy away from 
pressing problems generated by grinding poverty. The «pueblo hosco y miserri
mo» with its «ranchos negruzcos y r1,1inosos» and «Callejuelas torcidas y desier
tas» (p. 1), traversed only by pigs, hens and donkeys is hardly an idyllic evoca
tion of the Central Valley countryside. A similar vein of realism runs through 
Un juez rural (1924). in which the protagonist Esteban Solaguren forsakes his 
post as country judge. The reason for his demission, an inability or unwillingness 
to decide the fate of others, is particulary interesting because it reflects on a social 
plane the argument against esthetic hierarchies which Prado had already posed 
in his Ensayo sobre la poesia. In this his last novel, the writer questions the 
concept of the individual «Como una realidad que se basta a sf misma», going on 
to condemn the prevailing system of justice because of its refusal to see interrelation
ships between individuals and events. By stressing the principal of relativity in 
social life as well as art, he defies the notion that certain human beings are 
inherently immoral. Above all, he stresses the importance of the community, com
paring each person to a leaf upon a single tree: 

La justicia tiene para nosotros un caracter que creemos nos permite 
aplicarla aislada y unicamente sobre determinados individuos. Separamos y 
diferenciamos facilmente el culpable de los inocentes. El concepto corriente 
de justicia posee una adaptaci6n apropiada a la de la idea del individuo. 
Dejando a un !ado toda discusi6n sobre determinismo o libre albedrio, 
creemos que cada ser es un todo aislado e independiente. 

Nada mas lejos por lo demas de lo que, en verdad, sucede. Los hombres 
aparecen y desaparecen como las hojas en un arbol que perdura. Cuando 
alguien muere sin descendencia, representa el extremo de una rama. Cuando 
deja descendientes, se puede decir que es solo un punto de otra rama que 
sigue creciendo ... 16 • 

Much of the humor in Prado's writing reflects this sort of social awareness, 
frequently prompted by a misplaced sense of superiority. The reader cannot fail 
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to be amused by the discomfort of the clerk in Un juez rural who hastens to 
assure himself that a prisoner's name is not the same as his: 

-l.C6mo se llama usted? -dijo el juez al anciano. 
-Juan Ignacio Galindez. 

-El secretario dio un respingo. jQue contrariedad! La laya de tipo gas 
tando su mismo apellido. 

-l.Galindez y que mas? -pregunt6 vergonzoso. 
-Galindez y Munoz, su merced. 
Una breve sonrisa de respiro alivi6 al secretario (pp. 163-164). 

The greedy Dane Adams in La Reina de Rapa-Nui looks equally silly when he 
takes the notion of private property so seriously that he reveals himself as a ho
pelessly bad thief and «muy tonto para mentin> (p. 73). Similarly, Prado takes 
mischievous pleasure in deflating his own propensity toward elevated language 
through unexpected or inelegant turns. He describes the melancholy Alsino's hump 
as «Un huevo empollandose» (p. 36) and has the narrator of La Reina de Rapa-Nui 
refuse to thade his sombrero for a sumptuous fan of jet-black feathers because 
«poseer un abanico en un dia de viento tenia poco atractivo» (p. 42). 

This sort of humor, which looks for inspiration to daily life and human foibles, 
corresponds to a very real side of Prado's multi-faceted personality 17• His friend 
Ernesto Montenegro defines these traits as «el estoicismo de! pueblo, su despreocu
paci6n por maiiana, su generosidad con otros mas desvalidos, lo sufrido de su 
animo frente a las privaciones y calamidades de su existencia, la malicia socarro
na» 18. Time and again, Prado exclaimed to those who knew him, «Tengo un poco 
de! huaso chileno, puedo pelear a bofetadas con la gente en el campo, no soy 
etereo ... » 19. The same man who prided himself on his «nexo con lo divino» 
denied his existence as «luz y aire» 20. The writer who could muse for pages on 
eternity could also cut off these dark reflections with an ecstatic reference to the 
size and quality of a bumper potato crop 21. 

Prado prided himself on being a man of the people. He fought to install native 
Chilean trees along the Alameda and delighted in pranks, practical jokes and irre
verent puns. Invited to address a distinguished gathering in Valparaiso, he arrived 
with a «speech» consisting of a great bunch of bananas swaddled in newspaper. 
As his country's consul to Colombia, he insisted on having his picture taken while 
on muleback, sporting an absurdly large sombrero beneath an open umbrella. 
When his close friend the painter Juan Francisco Gonzalez threatened suicide, he 
handed him a key from his colonial artifacts collection and exclaiming «Apretala, 
es la Have de San Pedro», sailed out of the room. Annoyed by an imaginary insult 
to a friend, he punched the amazed offender in the middle of Santiago's El Lucero 
Restaurant. Finding the front door closed, he put his fist right through it before 
glumly stomping out. Although one might argue that these actions reflect an autho
ritarian rather than «popular» disposition, and serve as prime examples of the 
intra-class jest or titeo, Prado himself regarded them as proof of his roto blood 22• 

His self-consciously «barbaric» behavior stands in direct contrast to the hushed, 
spiritual nature of his later poems. The writer's delight in the bur/a and his insis
tence on brute force simply do not mesh with his much-heralded «intuici6n, pureza 
y ternura casi femenina» 23. Neither does his anguished consciouness of injustice 
born of daily observation nor his great delight (sometimes against his better judge
ment) in the world of men and things. «La verdad no se compone de hojarascas de 
palabras, de sombras de pensamientos, de razones insaciables», he asserts in Alsino. 
«Saber no es poder probar a otros, ni aun a si mismo. Saber es convivir» (p. 287). 
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EL OJO DE TRISTEZA 

Despite his own insistence on the elevated aspect of his nature reflecting a 
concern with the world about him, Prado consistently reveals another, more intro
verted strain. «La soledad, el acoso metafisico, la angustia existencial, la futilidad 
y el pesimismo, que permearon y enriquecieron gran parte de la producci6n mo
dernista» are apparent throughout his career 24 • Although, as already pointed out, 
Prado does not always heed his own dictums, as time goes on he speaks increas
ingly of art as a religion and of the artist as a worshipper of the eternal ideal. An 
air of mystery and melancholy, a pronounced sense of solitude and an acute con
cern with eternal essences go along with this concern for the more spiritual aspects 
of literature. 

Interestingly if not surprisingly, the protagonists of all three of Prado's novels 
reveal «artistic temperaments» and are closely related to the author himself. The 
friend of the narrator in La Reina de Rapa-Nui (pp. 11-25), offers a particularly 
succinct picture of Prado's concept of the creative personality. Having led «Una 
vida aventurera en la juventud y de aislamiento y soledad en los ultimos aiios», 
this individual, who lives alone with an unsympathetic sister, is agreeably bohe
mian. Concerned with essences («el jugo ultimo de las cosas») rather than facts 
or details, he has retired to an appealingly decrepit house «cubicrta de palomas, y 
un pequeiio campanario», in the countryside. The friend, who «reads to think ra
ther than to learn», evinces a horror of both «el moderno afan de las paradojas» 
and the growing tendency toward specialization which, for him, «tiene algo de 
monstruoso». Wise in an intuitive rather than rational manner, the old man pokes 
fun at his young companion's penchant to paint and talk, occasionally revelling in 
«Un placer melanc61ico, propicio a las disertaciones sobre el amor». When the 
older man, who remains racked by a nameless longing dies, his death is scarcely 
heeded by his thick-skinned neighbors. «Solo le habrian robado», observes the 
narrator and the old man, now alone «en plena soledad de! campo», goes unmour
ned by all but his young friend who finds a manuscript about Easter Island (Rapa
Nui) among the dead artist's few belongings and proceeds to launch into his 
own tale. 

Although some aspects of this portrait may be somewhat exaggerated, it remains 
remarkably true to the vision of the creative individual held both by Prado and a 
number of fellow artists who met for weekly discussion in the tower attached to 
the author's house. This group, known as Los Diez, represents a twentieth-century 
outgrowth of the salon tradition originating in colonial Latin America. In Chile, 
the Romantic atheneum associated with Jose Victorino Lastarria was to find 
twentieth-century descendants in this and slightly earlier gatherings such as Sa
muel Lillo's Ateneo de Santiago and the Brook Farm-like Colonia Tolstoyana of 
Augusto D'Halmar 25. Although the group's membership was fluid, its nucleus in
cluded writers (Manuel Magallanes Moure, Alberto Ried, Armando Donoso, Er
nesto Guzman, Eduardo Barrios, Augusto D'Halmar and Prado), painters (Juan 
Francisco Gonzalez, Julio Bertrand), and musicians (Acario Cotapos, Alberto Gar
cia Guerrero, Alfonso Leng). Although the journal Los Diez lived through only a 
dozen issues (September 1916 to August 1917), it successfully stimulated artistic 
production as «un portavoz completo, serio y digno, de todos los que en Chile 
se dedican, por imperiosa necesidad de espfritu y con nobleza artistica, a producir 
obras de calidad» 26. 

The essential prerequisite for membership in Los Diez was proof of «paloma», 
(«doveness») or «Un espiritu puro y libre» much like that revealed by the central 
figures in Prado's books 21. The multi-arts nature of the group as well as the diver-
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se pursuits of individual members (Prado was a silversmith and painter as well 
as novelist, poet and short story writer) indicates its members' hostility toward the 
increasing specialization required of professionals. The group's devotion to «los 
misterios eternos» symbolized by the dove, unicorn and Roman numeral «X» upon 
their journal's cover reflect its allegiance to that intuitive wisdson revealed by the 
old friend in La Reina de Rapa-Nui. Similarly, that nameless desire which remains 
«insatisfecho como el primer dfa» is none other than that hatred of all limits 
against which each member of the group swore to fight 28 • Tempted like the Mo
dernists to «epater le bourgeois» or tease along an uncomprehending public, the 
group's complicated rites were designed primarily to confound or outrage outsiders 
and meant relatively little in themselves 29. In this vein, Los Diez took great plea
sure in displaying a goat's head as the centerpiece of a major museum exhibit or 
capering about in sheets while mumbling secret spells. 

These individuals took such glee in pulling the public's leg precisely because 
they, like the friend in Prado's novel, regarded themselves as misundertood. The 
group railed against «Un cuarto de siglo de im1til puerilidad verbal» and demanded 
the «Sabia y sincera vuelta del arte a la perdida sencillez» 30, but considered this 
sincerity (demanded long beforehand by the Modernist spokesman Francisco Con
treras) 3! as «privativa de los personales». Prado remarked with some reluctance 
(and probably relief) that «la mayorfa de las gentes son amorfas», urging each 
true artist to look for support within his own heart 32• Thus while ostensibly reject
ing the obviously outmoded Ivory Tower, these artists and their public still repre
sented an elite. The direct, introspective vision associated with «doveness» implied 
a sensitivity to eternal values of which the (often illiterate) common man as well 
as money-hungry burgher was simply not aware. While paradoxically denouncing 
«la vanagloria de la sinceridad», somewhat later Prado persists in speaking of his 
own creative efforts as «Un acto solitario» 33. In general, while members of Los 
Diez expanded conventional notions of beauty through significant innovations in 
their individual work, their communal adherence to «pure creation» reflects an 
older, more traditional stance. While not all members of the group were wealthy, 
their emphasis on «limpieza» signalled the survival of an essentially aristocratic 
attitude toward art. Although Prado in particular revealed a lively interest in pu
blic programs, going so far as to publish a series of columns in the Socialist news
paper Claridad in 1922-1923, his «callada, constante y batalladora vocaci6n» was 
by definition a fundamentally private concern 34. 

Furthermore, while the first book to appear after Prado's later nine-year si
lence (El camino de las horas, 1934) marked the resounding triumph of «dove
ness» in his writing, his concern with the metaphysical does not begin with it. 
The dark note dominating the author's last four books, all sonnets, had appeared, 
if muted, in his earliest work. 

For instance, even the poems of Flores de cardo reveal a decided strain of 
the «vago, lejano, brumoso» so characteristic of Dario and his contemporaries. 
The poet alternates between sunny mornings and fog-shrouded twilights which 
evoke melancholy memories of the past. Thus the solid bulk of «La casa» (the 
title of an early poem) awakens «imagenes vagas» while the winged roof suggests 
open arms. Their power to recall «todo antiguo lazo», prompts the pensive poet 
to begin his meditation on shadows of the past. The. poems as well as prose 
selections of the first two decades are crowded with references to dreams, perfu
mes, sighs and vague murmurs, shadows, memory, death, and shimmering moons, 
which crop up amidst other, more concrete images of things and men. From the 
very start of his career, Prado expresses a fascination with the night in which 
«toda cosa crece abrumadora y misteriosa como un dolor». In his novels as well 
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as poems, he often favors twilight scenes where rosy clouds and gleaming waves 
may be offset by a grove of frankly Chilean boldo trees. Scarlet skies and crys
talline waters as well as dunes and thistle flowers are present in each stage of 
Prado's career. 

An acute sense of solitude heightened by an anguished perception of indivi
dual limitations is also apparent in all of the author's work. While his verse 
dwells on lonely roads down which the speaker trudges «solitario en edades 
inciertas», his prose makes constant reference to the plight of the isolated soul. 
In Alsina, for example, Prado symbolizes seemingly impossible humarr aspirations 
in the figure of a small boy, «novicio en soledad», whose greatest wish is to fly. 
In the poetic drama Androvar, Christ grants the protagonist's wish to fuse with 
another consciousness as a result of his spirited protest against the boundaries 
circumscribing the individual soul («estrecha es la vida, y grande la soledad en 
la que cada cual vive ... », p. 34). Prado's horror and disgust at the finite is 
expressed in particularly moving terms by the Nun in this poetic drama who 
prefers the night to a day which «limitado, estrecho, empobrecido» weighs upon 
her spirit «como una habitaci6n donde el aire falta», perturbed by the incons
tancies of the «sombras cambiantes» projected by objects during the sunlit hours, 
she compares herself to «Un pajaro nocturno que al volar en el dia choca contra 
todas las cosas» (pp. 101-102). In reality, she is but a mouthpiece for the Prado 
who will describe himself time and again as a «prisionero en esta tragedia de 
If mites» 35• 

The writer's pained awareness of the boundaries imposed by time and space 
upon the individual results in a dogged if obsessive insistence on eternity. The 
repeated references in his sonnets to «un mundo invisible» in which «la came 
es solo cantico y el aire es pensamiento» have roots in the earliest poems where 
the speaker evokes a future in which «mi vida con la muerte irian confundidas». 
Already in the poems of El llamado del mundo he had called for a fusion of 
«el mar de! espacio» and «el cielo de! tiempo» into a single hue «donde todo 
se funde, donde nunca sabremos de nada». Prado's deep concern with unchang
ing verities makes him particularly sensitive to «essences» which surface in his 
prose and poems as «flores puras y diafanas», «ondas transparentes», trees like 
«convidados eternos» and moments prolonged into «eterna quietud». Alone in a 
mysteriously harmonious world swept by soft breezes the solitary souls of lovers 
can unite in those privileged moments in which «parece que nada nos separa / 
un paso apenas de mi vida / a la vida universal». Alsino's «ansia de estar en 
toda casa» (p. 289) thus remains a constant of the author's work from beginning 
to end. 

While author and man are not necessarily one and the same person, there are 
unmistakeable parallels between the «ojo triste» in Prado's writing and his actions 
in everyday life. Certainly, the author's concept of the artist as a special being 
reflects at least in part his personal history. 

The death of the writer's mother when he was two years old, for instance, 
created an intense and lasting serise of solitude in the young boy. Prado's rela
tionship with his stern, distinguished father who taught him to «emplear y am
pliar, desde niiio, el registro de nuestra pobre y limitada conciencia humana», 
predisposed the lonely child toward the supernatural 36. Attracted like many of 
his contemporaries to hypnotism, Tarot cards and Oriental religions, the author 
was intensely proud of his «tercer ojo de la epoca de! Espiritu Santo», and 
delighted in foretelling future events. (His daughter claims that he predicted an 
accident which befell his son and namesake, and told the family hours beforehand 
of the death of his friend Magallanes Moure) 37. By all accounts, Prado went to 
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great lengths to cultivate his sense of solitude and sadness, delighting in it «como 
de una semiluz interior» 38. 

Furthermore, Prado's genuine nativism was countered by a definite taste for 
the exotic and relatively bohemian. While still a student, the writer met his 
future wife, Adriana Jaramillo Bruce, during a Sunday paseo through Santiago's 
Plaza de Armas. Sure that she must be Nordic, he was bitterly disappointed at 
her Spanish surname, although somewhat consoled by the fact that her Scottish 
grandmother, abandoned by a sailor husband in Valparaiso, had once served as 
reader to the daughter of Queen Victoria. Kissing the young woman in public (a 
daring act for a young man of his social standing at that time) Prado soon sent 
her a matchbox containing a diamond engagement ring. After making plans for 
a honeymoon in Europe, Prado lent the money for the voyage to a friend who 
managed to disappear on the eve of the wedding, leaving the young couple to 
spend their first days together on one of the family's country estates. Seized at 
this time by one of the poetic «attacks» which the author described as «una 
especie de trance», Prado spent his entire honeymoon filling pages with verse 39• 

Later, father of nine children and involved in various professional associations, 
he nevertheless continued to cultivate such creative seizures, turning over practical 
details and the family purse strings to his wife. 

In the realm of personal relationships, Prado remained a traditional aristo· 
crat 40. Ensconced in his mansion on the Avenida Mapocho with its «patio de 
indolencia» full of mulberry trees and a series of artificial waterfalls especially 
constructed for their rhythmic splashing, the writer sought to maintain an atmos
phere of patrician tranquility. The house's ample grounds included «una especie 
de zool6gico» full of cows, goats and birds shipped up from Punta Arenas for 
the benefit of Prado's sons and daughters. His children were expected to behave 
in a manner befitting their station, treating their elders with respect and avoiding 
slang terms such as «re» or «macanudo». Prado refused to tolerate cigarette 
smokers and sent a married daughter home to change her clothes when she 
showed up for a visit in blue jeans. When his wife expressed her approval of 
free love one day over dinner, he was stunned and forbade her to express such ideas 
at the family table. Wei-liked by the gardener, the baker, and the hired hand, his 
ideas at the dealings with these individuals reflected the genuii1e concern for 
the well-being of his charges displayed by the traditional patron. Priding himself 
on his sensitivity to unusual spiritual states, Pedro Prado «nunca tuvo un dolor 
de cabeza sino una palpitaci6n extrafia en los senos». His «nunca tuvo un dolor 
tanea a preferir la contemplaci6n ideal a las satisfacciones reales» made him 
prefer letters which the rain had blotted to those in which the writer's sentiments 
were clear 41. Pursued by a variety of women, his relations with them appear to 
have been platonic, for as he asserted on more than one occasion «mas vale el 
perfume de una rosa que la flor». 

Perhaps the single best illustration of Prado's sense of his own identity is 
provided by his relationship with Pablo Neruda, whose Crepusculario was pre
faced with a woodcut by Prado. The older writer also lavished praise upon the 
young poet in a book review where he declared his pleasure in «asistir al naci
miento de un verdadero valor literario ... » 42. Neruda, for his part, acknowledged 
a sizeable debt to his onetime mentor several decades later 43. Nevertheles, despite 
their mutual admiration, differing world views clearly linked to social class 
created a growing tension between the two after World War I. As an adolescent, 
for instance, Neruda occasionally dropped in upon Prado and Los Diez, and he 
tells of one time in which he found them mumbling incantations over a «philo
sopher's stone». However, one of the original members of the group, Alfonso 
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Leng, asserts that this was merely a hoax designed to ruffle the young poet and 
that this «sacred rock» had been yanked out the mud by one of Prado's childreP 
only moments before. According to him, Neruda could not have been accepted 
as a member of Los Diez because «era necesario querer mas que nada hacer el 
arte mas libre y puro; no era posible ese deseo de avanzar otra cosa sino la lucha 
contra los limites» 44• Leng also says that Prado seemed uneasy about Neruda's 
attentions to one of his daughters, going so far as to call him a «roto» upon one 
occasion, asking him to leave the house. 

Clearly, Prado and Neruda represent distinct sectors of Chilean society. Al
though more than one member of Los Diez depended on Prado to bail him out 
of recurring financial difficulties, all subscribed to the essentially patrician values 
outlined earlier. While Prado speaks of writing as his true vocation, he was not 
a professional author and never depended upon his prose and poetry for a 
livelihood, thus remaining comfortably immune to public opinion. One critic 
calls Prado «nuestro artista maximo, acaso el unico que ha vivido siempre dedi
cado al cultivo del arte y de su propio espiritu; no ha necesitado avulgarar su 
obra, y por eso ella es un recinto reservado a pocos» 45• While the members of 
Los Diez could afford and indeed needed to accept the notion of the artist as a 
being apart from society in general, Neruda's relatively humble birth gave him 
an interest in the masses that both ideological and material reasons would sharpen 
over time. 

THE TWO FACES OF PEDRO PRADO 

If an aristocratic attitude toward art as well as a fondness for solitude and 
hunger for the eternal reappear throughout Prado's prose and poetry, one may 
ask what, if anything, besides their metric form distinguishes the sonnets from 
his earlier work. The later poems offer nothing new; however, something old 
and very important is lacking: Prado's emphasis upon real men and places, the 
concrete and close-to-hand has all but disappeared. While many of the same ima
ges and themes crop up in both the initial and later writing, these are seen from 
a radically different perspective by a poet who has closed one eye. Prado's rejec
tion of the free verse which he initially championed reflects a more profound 
denial of a world peopled by ordinary men and women and an ever more pro
found retreat into solitude. 

The author's later work differs from the novels, free verse, short stories and 
prose poems in its high level of abstraction. Here Prado's meditations on eternity 
no longer involve inmediate, concrete images which sometimes deflect the author 
from his upward course. Instead, the firm white fingers of a woman in a poem 
from Flores de cardo yield to a hand «como el suefio» which rests like air or 
light upon the poet's clouded brow. The loved one whose ears the speaker once 
compared to shells is now evoked as a ghostly figure «hecha de luz y pensa
miento». The humble but persistent wildflowers which bedeck much of Prado's 
early writings give way to diadems of blossoms crowned by a single «rosa inalcan
zable». «Tardes infinitas » full of «nubes sin ruido» outlined by «Un fuego que 
no quema» replace unmistakeably Chilean landscapes of great rocks, speckled 
pebbles and stray bits of straw. The cast of characters which once included 
peasants, petty bureaucrats, island queens and greedy foreigners narrows here to 
a focus on the poet and a somewhat hazy woman symbolizing divine more than 
human love. The young poet who declared that «s6lo sufrire porque mi canto no 
tiene cabellos que poder acariciar, ni ojos que poder besar, ni cuerpo que prote-
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jer entre mis brazos» is clearly no longer. Prado's early ambivalence toward the 
everyday world with its myriad problems is resolved here by an outright rejection 
of earthly appearances in favor of solitary «vuelos hacia la altura» which allow 
the individual to leave behind a bitter, thoroughly muddy earth 46, 

This rejection of his earlier material side has several explanations. In his 
art as well as life, Prado was an aristocrat whose unusual sensitivity to the world 
about him made him call for changes be these in the Chilean parliament or 
traditional literary forms. The author was, however, a reformer rather than a 
revolutionary. When faced by the logical extension of his own social and artistic 
innovations, he retreated into sonnets and withdrew from the political arena, 
expressing disillusionment with all forms of change. 

This is not to deny Prado's decided complexity or very real contributions to 
his country's literary evolution, but simply to suggest those limits imposed upon 
a gifted individual by his social identity and particular time. While genuinely 
concerned with Chile and Chileans, Prado continued to celebrate an already 
largely vanished rural nation, not the growing city or changing countryside. Though 
recognizing the worth of a new breed of young writers bound by sentiment and/ 
or experience to the growing urban work force, he still could not embrace their 
wholehearted celebration of the material universe and common man, ironically trig· 
gered by his own early work. Set apart from others by his superior social status, 
he throve increasingly upon his own loneliness, exacerbating the dimensions of 
his sadness until it became a kind of cult. «Soy un ser de otro tiempo» he re
marks in a letter to his wife not long after the publication of Flores de cardo, 
as if seeing into a future in which he would find himself forced to retreat from 
more broadly social into clearly personal concerns 47. 

A series of disfiguring strokes, financial and familial problems, and a frus
tated love affair with a much younger woman appear to have brought the mys
tical abstract aspect present in Prado's work to the fore, causing the writer to 
suppress his other, more down-to-earth and socially conscious side. And yet, 
although Prado did ultimately withdraw into almost purely metaphysical specu
lation, one cannot fail to appreciate his long insistence on facing an often contra
dictory world with two clear eyes. The significance of the first twenty years of 
his prose and poetry lies in that creative tension between two deeply felt, if often 
opposing world views. These in turn reflect a strong sense of traditionalism born 
of personal and class concerns, together with an equally strong non-conformity 
with various aspects of the status quo. In on early essay on Jose Enrique Rod6, 
Prado remarks that «para vivir en la vida o en la muerte se requiere un cambio 
incesante: s6lo los que pueden seguir la rapida marcha que imprimen nuevas 
ansias, eternamente cambiantes, son guias fieles y capaces en la jornada infini
ta» 48. Just as the coupling here of life and death in a «jornada infinita» is 
typical of Prado, so is the concern with a fecund restlessness. If the older writer 
showed signs of tiring in the rapid march he once described so aptly, the first 
two decades of his work reflect a constant straining to keep both eyes wide open 
and to faithfully translate conflicting vision into words. 

NOTES 

1 Carlos Dorlhiac in an interview 13 november 1971. «Pedro era triste y alegre, 
pasivo y vehemente, conversamos mucho, aunque generalmente fuera el quc 
hablaba.» 
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2 In speaking of Prado's contemporary, Augusto D'Halmar, Fernando Alegria 
remarks: «La verdad es que en su obra, como en la de Pedro Prado, Eduardo 
Barrios, Mariano Latorre, Rafael Maluenda, se da con claro dramatismo el con
flicto basico que desgarra a toda literatura hispanoamericana del modernismo: 
deseosos de llegar a definir el espiritu de America y de darle una forma artistica 
de tono universal que sea reconocida en su originalidad por el mundo de Occidente 
los modernistas expresan lo americano con un estilo de ascendencia europea y 
no Hegan a integrar ambas cosas.» (Las fronteras del realismo, Santiago: Zig-Zag, 
1962, p. 63.) 

3 Prado's books of poetry and prose are, in order of publication: Flores de 
cardo (Santiago: Imprenta Universitaria, 1908), El llamado del mundo (Santiago: 
Imprenta Universitaria, 1913), La casa abandonada (Santiago: Imprenta Universita
ria, 1912), La Reina de Rapa-Nui (Santiago: Imprenta Universitaria, 1915), Los 
pdjaros errantes (Santiago: Imprenta Universitaria, 1915), Los Diez (Santiago: Im
prenta Universitaria, 1915), Alsino (Santiago: Imprenta Universitaria, 1920), Las 
copas (Buenos Aires: Editorial Glusberg, 1921), Karez-1-Roshan, with Antonio 
Castro Leal (Santiago: Imprenta de Silva, 1922), Un juez rural (Santiago: Editorial 
Nascimento, 1924), Androvar (Santiago: Editorial Nascimento, 1925), Camino de 
las horas (Santiago: Editorial Nascmento, 1939), Otono ein las dunas (Santiago: 
Editorial Nascimento, 1940), Esta bella ciudad envenenada (Santiago: Imprenta 
Universitaria, 1945), No mas que una rosa (Buenos Aires: Losada, 1964), Viejos 
poemas ineditos (Santiago: Escuela Nacional de Artes Graficas, 1940). 

Prado also published a number of short stories: «Cuadro de estio-El inviilido», 
«El Independiente» (Santiago, nov. 1905), «Cuando se es pobre», Zig-Zag, II, 76 
(5 Aug. 1906), «La reina maga», Zig-Zag, II, 96 (23 Dec. 1906), «Luz lunar», 
Zig-Zag, III, 121 (16 June 1907), «El pueblo muerto», La Prensa (Buenos Aires, 
13 Dec. 1925), «Prosa biblica», Nosotros, XVIII, 178 (March 1924), pp. 369-72. 

4 The Mistral quote is from an article on Prado published in El Debate 
(Madrid, 19 Sept. 1935). 

For a discussion of Prado's impact on the work of other younger Chilean 
writers see Eduardo Anguita, «Mi generaci6n ante la obra de Pedro Prado», 
Estanquero (Santiago, 4 June 1949); Marta Brunet, «Una capilla literaria chilena» 
(Atenea, 22 [Feb. 1942]); Alfonso Bulnes, «Pedro Prado y la sensibilidad conte
nida», El Diario llustrado (Santiago, 19 June 1949); Pablo Neruda and Nicanor 
Parra, «Mariano Latorre, Pedro Prado y mi propia sombra», Discursos (Santiago: 
Editorial Nascimento, 1962), pp. 40-91. 

5 The expression «reino de la Tierra» first appears in a poem «Mi patrimonio» 
from Flores de cardo: 

Que ya he encontrado en el reino de la Tierra / donde invertir mi patrimonio 
de vigor, / en la raz6n de mi ser y de la vida / en la suprema raz6n, en el amor! 

Useful studies on Prado include Alegria, Fernando, Historia de la novela his
panoamericana (Mexico City: Ediciones de Andrea, 1966), pp. 113, 132, 135-39; 
Literatura chilena def siglo XX (Santiago: Zig-Zag, pp. 171-191); Julio Arriaga
da and Hugo Goldsack, «Pedro Prado, un clasico de America,» Atenea CV, 
321 (3/52) 301--16; CVI, 322 (4/52) 79-102; CVI, 323 (5/52) 305-34; CVI, 324 
(6/52) 471-506; Rafael Alberto Arrieta, «Pedro Prado,» Ariel Corp6reo (Buenos 
Aires: Cooperativa Editorial Limitada, 1926); Valentin Brandau, «Elogio de 
Pedro Prado: Discurso de incorporaci6n a la Academia Chilena de la Lengua» 
(Santiago: Imprenta Universitaria, 1953); Jaime Concha, «Prologue», Poesia Chile
na: 1907-1917 (Santiago: Editorial Nascimento, 1971); Francisco Contreras, «Pe
dro Prado-t!crivain lyrique,» L'Esprit de l'Amerique Espagnole (Paris: Nouvelle 
Revue Critique, 1931), pp. 121-27; Leonor Cormatches, «Pedro Prado,» diss. Uni
versidad Cat6lica de Chile (Santiago, 1965); Rene de Costa, prologue El llamado 
def mundo (Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 1917); Hernan del Solar, «Pedro 
Prado,» Breve estudio y antologia de Premios Nacionales (Santiago: Zig-Zag, 
1964); Hernan Diaz Arrieta, Los cuatro grandes de la literatura chilena durante 
el siglo XX (Santiago: Zig-Zag, 1963), pp. 55-118; Armando Donoso, «La obra 
de Pedro Prado,» Atenea, 398 (Oct.-Dec. 1962), pp. 99-130, and «Pedro Prado,» 
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Nosotros, X, 22 (April 1916), pp. 22-554; Fernando Duran, «Pedro Prado,» La 
Union (Valparaiso, 1 Feb. 1959) and «La nostalgia en la poesia de Pedro Prado,» 
Atenea, 395 (Jan.-Mar. 1962), pp. 55-69; Oscar Espinosa Moraga, «Pedro Prado, 
Premio Nacional de Literatura,» Zig-Zag (21 March 1949); Enrique Espinoza, 
«Introduction», La roja torre de Los Diez (Santiago: Zig-Zag, 1961); Mario Ferre
ro, «Pedro Prado,» Premios nacionales de literatura, II (Santiago: Ercilla, 1965), 
pp. 1-35; Lucila Godoy Alcayaga, Recados: contando a Chile (Santiago: Editorial 
de! Pacifico, 1957), pp. 91-99, 151-3 and «Pedro Prado,» El Debate (Madrid, 
19 Sept. 1935); Sergio Huneeus, «Pedro Prado en la diplomacia,» Hombres y 
lugares (Quito: Editorial Casa de la Cultura Ecuatoriana, 1963); Radoslav Ivelic, 
«La poesia de Pedro Prado,» in Raimundo Kupareo, Creaciones Humanas, I (San
tiago: Universidad Cat61ica, 1965); John R. Kelly, Pedro Prado (New York: 
Twayne Publications, 1974); Ernesto Montenegro, «La sonrisa de Pedro Prado,» 
La Nacion (Buenos Aires, 18 May 1952); Pablo Neruda and Nicanor Parra, Mariano 
Latorre, «Pedro Prado y mi propia sombra,» Discursos (Santiago: Editorial Nasci
mento, 1962), pp. 49-91; Luis Oyarzun, «Lo Permanente en Pedro Prado,» Pro Arte 
(Santiago, 19 May 1949); Raul Silva Castro, «Introduction», Antologia: las estancias 
del amor (Santiago: Editorial de! Pacifico, 1949), Pedro Prado: Vida y obra 
(New York: Hispanic Institute, 1960); Pedro Prado (Santiago: Editorial Andres 
Bello, 1965); Arturo Torres-Rioseco, The Epic of Latin American Literature 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959), pp. 196, 197, 204-7, and «Pedro 
Prado,» Grandes novelistas de America hispanica, II (Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1943), pp. 163-98. 

6 For a detailed study of the nitrate industry and its effects upon Chilean 
economic and political development see Harold Blackmore, British Nitrates and 
Chilean Politics, 1886-1896 (London: The Athlone Press, 1974). 

7 New Chile (Berkeley and New York: NACLA, 1972), p. 8. 
8 Frederick Nunn, Chilean Politics, 1920-1931 (Albuquerque: University of 

New Mexico Press, 1970), p. 20. 
9 Although the pamphlet was published under the collective authorship of 

Los Diez, it is acknowledge to be the work of Prado alone. 
1° For an overview of the major social and economic factors at work during 

the first half of the twentieth century in Chile see: Ben G. Burnett, Political 
Groups in Chile: The Dialogue Between Order and Change (Austin and London: 
University of Texas Press, 1970), Rene Leon Echaiz, Evolucion historica de /os 
partidos politicos chilenos, 2nd ed. (Buenos Aires: Editorial Francisco de Agui
rre, 1971), Andre Gunder Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin 
America: Historical Studies of Chile and Brazil (New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1967), Federico Gil, The Political System of Chile (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1966), Ernst Halperin, Nationalism and Communism in Chile (Cambridge: 
M.I.T. Press, 1965), Julio Cesar Jobet, Ensayo critico de/ desarrol/o economico
social de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 1955), John J. Johnson, Politi
cal Change in Latin America: The Emergence of the Middle Sectors (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1958), Ch. V.; Francisco Jose Moreno, Legitimacy 
and Stability in Latin America: A Study in Chilean Political Culture (New York: 
N. Y. U. Press, 1969), James Petras, Politics and Social Forces in Chilean Deve
lopment (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969), Frederick B. Pike, 
«Aspects of Class Realtions in Chile, 1850-1960,» Latin America, Reform or Revo
lution?, ed. James Petras and Maurice Zeitlin (New York: Fawcett, 1968), Chile 
and the United States, 1880-1962 (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1963), Jorge Gustavo Silva, Nuestra evolucion politico-social, 1900-30 (Santiago: 
Editorial Nascimento, 1930), Hector Soza, «The Industrialization of Chile,» Latin 
America and the Caribbean, ed. Claudio Veliz (New York: Frederick A. Prager, 
198), 614-21; John Reese Stevenson, The Chilean Popular Front (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1942). 

11 For a good general discussion of the later stage of Modernism in Chile see 
John M. Fein, Modernismo in Chilean Literature: The Second Period (Durham: 
Duke University, 1965). El Modernismo, ed. Lily Litvak (Madrid: Taurus Edicio-
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nes, 1975) offers a sumary of «La poesia modernista chilena» by Mario Rodriguez 
Fernandez, pp. 295-327. 

12 Pedro Prado, Ensayos sobre la arquitectura y la poesia (Santiago: Imprenta 
Universitaria, 1916). An earlier version of the essay on poetry, «En torno de la 
poesia,» appears in Prado's Revista Contemporanea, I, 3 (Jan. 1911), pp. 188-194. 
A reprint is available in El llamado de! mundo, ed. de Costa, pp. 132-142. 

13 Pedro Prado, Los Diez, p. 93. Because this volume of poetic prose offers 
an essentially Modernist vision of the artist, it is particulary interesting to find 
this statement here. 

14 One of Prado's columns published in Claridad, II, 67 (2 Sept. 1922), «Tra
tado de los errores,» includes a sub-section entitled «La inutil pureza». 

15 Various critics consider Alsino, still required reading in Chilean public 
schools, to be Prado's masterpiece. See Alegria, Literatura chilena del siglo XX, 
Torres Rioseco, Grandes novelistas de America hispdnica and Diaz Arrieta, Los 
cuatro grandes ... See also Raul Silva Castro, «Alegoria y simbolo en Alsino,» La 
Nacion (Buenos Aires, 13 April 1958). 

16 Pedro Prado, «La justicia absoluta,» Los Diez, II, 3, 148-149. Compare the 
statements Prado makes here to Solaguren's speech in El juez rural in which he 
claims «No hay hombres aislados ... » (p. 190). 

17 The following anecdotes and observations were obtained in interviews in 
1971-72, graciously granted by Prado's children (Maria Luisa Prado de Caruso, 
Julia Prado de Edwards, Adriana Prado de Labra, Ines Prado de Zegers and 
Jorge Prado Jaramillo), grandchildren (Pablo Labra and Maria Luisa Covarru
bias) and friends and associates (Eduardo Moore Monteiro, twice Minister of 
Education under Arturo Alessandri; Sergio Huneeus, secretary to Prado during 
his term as chilean consul in Colombia; Fernando Duran, Valparaiso editor of 
the conservative daily El Mercurio; the poet Juan Guzman Cruchaga; the sculp
tress Nina Anguita de Rodriguez; the painter Carlos Dorlhiac and the composer 
Alfonso Leng. 

l8 Montenegro, «La sonrisa de Pedro Prado.» 
19 From an interview with Nina Anguita de Rodriguez, 10 Sept. 1971. 
20 Nina Anguita de Rodriguez, 27 Sept. 1971. 
21 In a letter to his wife Adriana date 28 March 1916, Prado speaks at length 

of an intense state of depression («este nerviosismo que me materiza ... ») only 
to end with a glowing description of some new «papas americanas.» Courtesy of 
Maria Luisa Prado de Caruso. 

22 David Vinas signalled the presence of the titeo here. I am indebted to him 
for reading an initial draft of this paper. 

23 Fernando Duran, interview 11 Jan. 1972 . 
24 Ivan Schulman, Genesis de[ modernismo: Marti, Najera, Silva, Casal (Mexico 

City: Colegio de Mexico, 1966), p. 58. For a now classic general study of Moder
nism see Max Henriquez Urena, Breve historia de[ modernismo, 2nd ed. (Mexico 
City: Fondo de Cultura Econ6mica, 1964). 

25 For a discussion of the important Tolstoyan Colony led by Augusto D'Hal
mar (also a member of Los Diez) see Fernando Alegria, «Tolstoyanos chilenos,» 
Las fronteras def realismo (Santiago: Zig-Zag, 1962), pp. 47-69. 

For a discussion of Los Diez and its relation to the salon tradition see Rene 
de Costa, «Recapitulaci6n de la historia de Los Diez», Atenea, CLVII, 420, pa
ginas 111-127, introductions by Concha and Espinoza and Raul Silva Castro's 
«Los Diez», Panorama literario de Chile (Santiago: Editorial Universitaria, 1961), 
pp. 545-55. 

26 Silva Castro, Panorama, p. 547. 
17 Alfonso Leng, interview, 12 Nov. 1971. (Leng, a composer, was an original 

member of Los Diez, and is known for his musical version of Alsino as well 
as other musical pieces.) 

28 Leng reports that members of the group swore to blindly obey the Hermano 
Mayor in this struggle against all boundaries, only learning after they took the 
oath, that this figure did not exist. 
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29 Neruda describes these rites in Discursos, but appears to have taken seriously 
what other members saw as a fraternity-style hoax. Both Leng and Eduardo Mon
tero Moore, a younger associate of the group (interview 13 Jan. 1972) claim 
that the sheets and philosopher's stones were primarily means of amusing the 
Prado children and shocking credulous visitors. 

30 See Prado's, «Somera iniciaci6n al 'Jelse'» («Jelse» was the group's «poetic 
bible»), in Los Diez, I, I (Sept. 1916), 5-12. 

31 See Contreras' preface to Raul (Santiago, 1902), reprinted in Fein's Mo
dernismo in Chilean Literature, Appendix A. Contreras equates «arte libre» 
with «arte sincero» here, arguing that the true spirit of modern writing and 
painting is its desire to «reproducir con sinceridad estados de alma realmente 
sentidos». 

32 Prado, Los Diez, p. 42. 
33 The phrase «La vanagloria de la sinceridad» appears in Claridad, II, 67. 

He speaks of writing as «Un acto solitario» on several occasions, but it occurs 
for the first time in print in a poem «Primer paseo» from El llamado de/ mundo: 

Amada mfa: / je) acto de pensar es un acto solitario, / quien medita vaga por 
un parque abandonado I del que se cree dueiio / sintiendo que todo se le ofrece I 
y que el alma del mundo pertenece / a su espiritu! 

34 Prado, Viejos poemas ineditos (Santiago: Escuela Nacional de Artes Gra 
ficas, 1945). p. 11. 

35 Prado, p. 13. 
3o Prado, p. 32. 
37 Julia Prado de Edwards (interview 3 Dec. 1971) recounts how her father 

foretold the death of Manuel Magallanes Moure as well as an accident in which 
her brother Pedro was involved. Juan Guzman de Cruchaga (interview 19 Oct. 
1971) tells of a time in which Prado, lost in a terrain near the outskirts of San
tiago, declared the land to be that of his forefathers, and consulting with them 
to find the right direction. 

38 This description comes from Valentin Brandau's Elogio de Pedro Prado 
where the author speaks at length of Prado's' «culto de! recuerdo y su horror 
de! olvido, su conformidad a la tristeza y el dolor moral, su animosidad perma
nente contra las limitaciones inevitables de los seres y las cosas del mundo» (pa
gina 38). 

39 Nina Anguita de Rodriguez, interview 10 Sept. 1971. 
40 The ensuing description of the Prado mansion is based on comments by 

Julia Prado de Edwards, who had the kindness to walk with me through the 
old house, where we found various personal belongings, such as a photograph 
of the seven Prado daughters, still scattered about. Part of the grounds had been 
turned into a high schools plastered with posters of Salvador Allende and Fidel 
Castro, who was making a tour of Chile at that time. 

41 Nina Anguita de Rodriguez, interview 10 Sept. 1971. 
42 Pedro Prado, «Pablo Neruda y su libro Crepusculario», Zig-Zag, XIX (20 

Oct. 1923), reproduced in Claridad, IV (27 Oct. 1923), p. 5. See also de Costa's 
edition of El llamado de/ mundo, pp. 166-168. 

43 Neruda, Discursos, pp. 49-91. 
44 Alfonso Leng, interview, 12 Nov. 1971. 
45 Silva Castro, Pedro Prado, p. 128. 
46 The sentiment expressed in «Ausencia» (No mas que una rosa) is typical 

of this later period: 
Isla o nube remota, toda de lejania, / la belleza es mi reino, y por bella fue 

mfa. / La tierra es el lodo, y el hombre, la amargura, / todo lo arrebataba en vuelo 
hacia su altura. 
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Rafael Osuna 
Duke University 

Como ha ocurrido siempre en Espana en momentos de abruptas cnsts, la 
hemerograffa ve un momento de esplendor durante la segunda Republica. Desde 
el 14 de abril de 1931 al 18 de julio de 1936, la proliferacion y la calidad de 
nuestra publicistica es un hecho cuya importancia es digna de destacarse. No 
solo se publican numerosas revistas de poesia y literatura, sino tambien algunas 
culturales y politicas de gran relieve. Muchas de ellas son producto, y por tanto 
reflejo, de aquellas condiciones historicas, mientras que otras -como las estric
tamente academicas y profesionales- viven en un aislamiento patetico. Si a las 
revistas afiadieramos los muchos periodicos politicos o noticieros que nacen al 
calor de aquella hora, entonces el fenomeno se hace mucho mas aparente y digno 
de estudio. 

El rasgo que confiere su caracter mas saliente a la publicistica de entonces 
es, anto todo, la polarizacion politica que sufre en comparacion con la de la 
Dictadura de Primo de Rivera. Estuvieron las revistas de esa Dictadura mas 
orientadas hacia la gran cultura y los movimientos esteticos, mientras que las de 
esta hornada se dejan influir por los idearios en boga. Esta orientacion no es 
siempre, por supuesto, abiertamente politizante, pero muchos de sus supuestos 
esteticos se explican directamente por las actitudes ante el nuevo Estado y la 
sociedad nueva. Las formas politicas de la Union Sovietica y el Estado italiano 
tambien catalizan esas actitudes. Asi cabe explicar el problema, muy debatido 
entonces, de la funcion del escritor en su sociedad, asi como las justas, mas 
politicas que liricas, entre los poetas puros y los comprometidos. Desde la actitud 
radical de unos hacia la Belleza por la Belleza misma a la de otros hacia la lite
ratura como mero instrumento de cambio social, las posiciones se entreveran en 
una irisada gama. Reflejan las rev·istas estas controversias, y los campos literarios 
se escinden y multiplican tanto como los publicos. Cuestiones literarias y sociales 
que se aireaban individualmente en libros y colectivamente en peri6dicos se veran 
debatidas por celulas de escritores .-en rev·istas creadas por ellos y cuya funcion 
esencial seria la de proponer soluciones propias a dichas cuestiones. Era la revis
ta, de esta forma, el organo vocal de un grupo pequefio que compartia una homo
geneidad de ideas. Si la novela social pugnaba con la deshumanizada, y la poesia 
subjetivista con la objetivista, unos grupos lo hacian con otros desde sus respec
tivos organos de opinion. No faltaban tampoco quienes todavia predicaran las 
esteticas vanguardistas de los afios inmediatamente anteriores, al paso que otros 
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se expresaran contra ellas. El debate se mantenia sobre todos los generos litera
rios, pero tambien alcanzaba a las artes y al cine, por no mencionar otras multi
ples expresiones de la cultura. Revistas hay que iluminan las pugnas aludidas desde 
una perspectiva global o desde la especffica de un genero o manifestaci6n cultu
ral. Algunas son propugnadoras de soluciones radicales ofrecidas desde la diestra 
o la siniestra politica, mientras que otras adoptan el dialogo con todas las solu
ciones. Hay que hacer constar, con todo, que los dialogantes son, por lo general, 
hombres con conciencia social en penumbra, la cual poco a poco iria iluminan
dose hasta llegar al estallido de la guerra, cuando el dialogo se hizo ya imposi
ble. La creciente polarizaci6n politica, junto con la creciente proliferaci6n de 
revistas, son algunos de los rasgos mas destacados de la hemerografia republi
cana. Aunque dirigida por un hombre de gusto claramente fascista, La Gaceta 
Literaria seria un buen ejemplo de! fracaso de! dialogo, ya que fenece en 1932 
despues de atraer a sus paginas a hombres de todos los puntos cardinales; re
cuerdese, y baste como bot6n de muestra, que su redactor jefe fue por un tiempo 
el comunista Arconada. El fenecimiento de esta importante revista, precisamente 
en ese momento, brilla hoy como un simbolo. 

Provienen estas revistas literarias de casi todos los puntos peninsulares; no 
s6lo de capitales de provincia, sino incluso de lugares pequeiios como El Escorial, 
Mondoiiedo, Orihuela y Lesaca de! Bidasoa. Pero naturalmente abundan las 
madrileiias. En este respecto, la hemerografia republicana no es esencialmente 
diferente a la de ningun otro momento hist6rico. Tampoco lo es en su origen 
social. Estas revistas estan hechas mayormente por universitarios y ellas expresan, 
por lo tanto, una mentalidad burguesa y privilegiada. Ahora bien, desviandose 
en este sentido de la Dictadura anterior, surgen ahora con mas impetu revistas 
hechas por obreros. Algunas universitarias, por lo demas, las animan muchachos 
con conciencia proletaria. 

No se puede esperar siempre gran calidad, claro esta, de tan variopintas 
manifestaciones publicisticas. Algunas son evidentemente "mediocres a pesar de! 
entusiasmo que las suscita, otras poseen una aurea dignidad, y unas pocas sobre
salen brillantemente sobre el resto. Esto ocurre, como seria de esperar, no s6lo 
entre las literarias o las estrictamente poeticas, sino tambien entre las que son 
portavoces institucionales o aquellas que se especializan en una disciplina. Casi 
medio siglo despues, no es hoy dificil dirimir calidades. 

Tienen estas revistas gran importancia para el estudio de los fen6menos lite
rarios y no deberiamos limitar nuestro acceso a ellas a la busqueda de ta! o cual 
colaboraci6n de escritor grande. Para el estudio hist6rico de los generos, es evi
dente que estas hojas peregrinas son la mejor fuente investigadora; nos referimos, 
en especial, a algunos de ellos, por ejemplo la critica de libros, el cuento y la 
prosa poetica, y ello porque estos generos no encuentran reimpresi6n muchas 
veces en el libro. No acaece asi en la misma medida con el poema, que termina
ra indefectiblemente siendo impreso de nuevo en colecci6n; ni ocurre con el 
teatro, de! que las revistas publican poco por razones espaciales; ni mucho me
nos con la novela. Pero tambien las revistas ofrecen caminos insospechados para 
la sociologia literaria, ya que, por estar hechas por grupos en comuni6n de afini
dades, son refracci6n minuscula de actitudes de la sociedad mayoritaria. Si, 
ademas, los hervores esteticos, politicos y sociales estan en animada ebullici6n 
en los momentos en que estas revistas se hacen, es forzoso concluir la significa
ci6n de estos analisis. 

Los estudios hemerograficos gozan ahora en Espana de un ardor incipiente, 
aunque todavia nos hallamos en retraso con referenda a otras naciones mas 
alertas a la investigaci6n. Las revistas de la Republica poseen ya la atenci6n de 
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algunos estudiosos, que la han dirigido a algunas de las mas destacadas. Jose 
Carlos Mainer, por ejemplo, ha escrito sobre Gaceta de Arte 1, Ia publicacion 
canaria que dirigio Westerdhal confiriendole aires surrealistas; fue revista de las 
mas significativas de! periodo y mereceria, a mas de las de! profesor aragones, 
otras atenciones. Tambien Mainer examino Azor, fa revista de! falangista Luys 
Santa Marina, que le otorgo la orientacion que es de esperar 2, y asimismo Mainer 
analizo la revista zaragozana Noreste, que vio en sus paginas algunas colabora
ciones de gente notoria y fue cajon de sastre de todas las tendencias de aquella 
egida3. 

Otros analistas han dirigido sus miradas hacia otras revistas. Raul Morodo, 
en un plausible esfuerzo, ensayo un estudio de Accion Espanola, una de las 
publicaciones mas erizadas y reaccionarias de aquel periodo; fue transparente
mente fascista y divulgadora de conceptos que precipitarian la rebelion militar 4 • 

Jean Becarud, por su parte, hizo un ensayo sobre Cruz y Raya, el organo de! 
catolico laico Bergamin, revista cuya excelencia no es necesario subrayar, la cual 
esta pidiendo a voces mas profundidades s. Leviatdn, la publicacion socialista que 
capitaneo Araquistain, ha sido estudiada, con una precision y un esmero que 
apenas ha recibido ninguna otra revista espanola, por Marta Bizcarrondo, que 
lo hizo al frente de la reproduccion de la revista 6. Tambien Vivanco esbozo una 
sana introduccion a la reproduccion de Los Cuatro Vientos, la revista mas tipica 
-a nuestro juicio- de la generaci6n de! 27, mucho mas que otras mas oreadas 7 • 

Por fortuna, se han hecho otras reproducciones de revistas de la epoca, y al ha
cerlo se han insertadp estudios preliminares de ellas. Sean Ios casos de El Gallo 
Crisis, la catoliquisima revista de Orihuela, que la estudia Munoz Garrigos s, y 
Caballo verde para la Poesia, la publicacion de Neruda a cuya reimpresion ale
mana pone prologo certero el holandes Lechner 9• 

Hubo, por lo demas, tres revistas que llegaron al umbra! republicano o lo 
llegaron a cruzar en su entereza. Una es la ya citada Gaceta Literaria, de la que 
Carmen Bassolas hizo una aproximacion que era urgente y necesaria, pero que 
por supuesto no agota las ramificaciones investigadoras que ofrece esta publica
cion de Gimenez Caballero, como tampoco Io hacen otros estudios sobre ella 10• 

Otra es la famosa Revista de Occidente, que Lopez Campillo analizo con buen 
pulso y firmeza, aunque tampoco se agota el jugo de esta larga y penetrante 
revista con un solo estudio 11. Una tercera es Mediodia, la publicacion sevillana 
que llega hasta 1932 y que quiza no habria que mencionar, pues no ofrece los 
matices que confieren su caracter a la hemerografia republicana; de todas formas, 
digamos que Valencia Jaen hizo un analisis de ella 12. Y si a esto anadimos el 
corto articulo de Ildefonso Maria Gil sobre Literatura, la revista breve e inquieta 
que el confecciono con Gullon, el panorama investigador queda esbozado n. 

No es cuestion de entrar en detalle en revistas no mencionadas que poseyeron 
significacion grande o mediana y que merecerian analisis como los citados y, en 
ciertos casos, reimprimirse; por cierto que la reimpresion, que en otros paises 
se efectua hoy como cosa normal, es muy necesaria en Espana, pues estas revis
tas son muy arduas de ver, y lo son mas en el extranjero. El analisis detallado 
de estas revistas lo estamos haciendo nosotros desde hace algun tiempo, por lo 
que aqui nos limitaremos a dar breve noticia panoramica y cronologica de las 
mas sobresalientes, mencionando algunas que poco lo merecerian si no fuera por 
la necesidad de desbrozar y de ahorrar esfue,rzos a otros. 

En el ano primero de la Republica, lo mas destacado de senalar es la apari
cion de la ya mencionada Accion Espanola, que es la primera revista de alguna 
importancia en radicalizar la actitud de los intelectuales desde una teoria de 
ensayo, pues en la prensa las radicalizaciones estaban ya bien establecidas. Y 
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aunque no sean propiamente revistas, notemos que este afio tambien aparecen 
dos publicaciones falangistas: Libertad, de Onesimo Redondo, y La Conquista 
del Estado, de Ledesma Ramos; ambas surgen y fenecen en escaso tiempo 14• Las 
revistas poeticas todavia brillan por su ausencia, aunque existen tres que habria 
que inventariar. Una es Murta, que desde Valencia dirigian hombres tan dispares 
luego como Duyos y Pia y Beltran. Las otras son En Espana ya esta todo prepa
rado para que se enamoren los sacerdotes, que dirigian hombres tambien anta
gonicos como Diaz-Caneja y Herrera Petere, y Extremos a que ha llegado la 
poesia en Espana, que hacian Herrera y Alfaro (probablemente Jose Maria). Ob
servense las posturas firmes de esas revistas de pensamiento politico y el inte
grismo de las poeticas. Este integrismo, junto con el dia!ogo, el neutralismo y 
la convivencia, iban a desaparecer paulatinamente. 

El afio 32 ve el orto de algunas pequefias revistas literarias, tales como Bru
iula, Boletin Ultimo, Heroe y Pliegos Recoletos, de las que solo cabe separar la 
penultima, que la hacia -material y editorialmente- Altolaguirre. El nombre 
de Altolaguirre, por cierto, es esencial en el tema de que tratamos; ya habia 
hecho Ambos, Litoral y Poesia en los tiempos dictatoriales, y luego confecciona
ria otras revistas en la Republica, la guerra y la posguerra. Otro nombre, el de 
Juan Ramon, no es esencial en estos menesteres a pesar de que aparentemente 
hizo varias revistas; pero, al reves que las de Altolaguirre, eran hojas que el 
cuidaba en olimpica soledad. De las citadas mas arriba, Pliegos Recoletos es para 
todos los efectos una publicacion que no debe contar a la hora de hacer los 
ajustes literarios (la dirigia Marquerie), lo que no cabe decir, a pesar de su mo
desto impacto, de Brujula y Boletin Ultimo ts. Lo relevante de este afio se halla, 
con todo, en la aparici6n de Gaceta y Arte y Azor, provenientes de la periferia 
iberica -Ia segunda, de Barcelona-, reflejos ambas de la diversidad conflictiva 
y de las tomas de posiciones que ya empezaba a ser rasgo definidor de literatos 
y artistas. A las revistas indicadas hasta ahora hay que agregar Noreste, de la 
que ya dejamos referenda, asi como Arte. Revista de la Sociedad de Artistas 
lbericos -cuyo director era Manuel Abril- e Indice Literario, que publicaba 
el Centro de Estudios Historicos; de esta se anuncia reimpresion en la «Biblio
teca del 36». 

Un afio crucial en nuestro recorrido es el de 1933, ya que brota en el el espi
gon de Cruz y Raya, revista con compromiso catolico y ensimismada en Ios 
clasicos espafioles, dificil de definir como lo era su director en aquel momento 
y portadora de un nuevo eramismo. A ella se unen Octubre y Los Cuatro 
Vientos. Estaba la primera «contra la guerra imperialista, por la defensa de la 
Union Sovietica, contra el fascismo, con el proletariado» y llego a ver, dirigida 
por Alberti, seis numeros; por fortuna, se anuncia reimpresion. La otra fue una 
revista blanda y fofa, que no llevo manifiesto ni notas explicativas, y en la que 
colaboraron las mejores plumas de! 27, con la excepcion significativa de Alberti; 
estuvo por encima y por debajo de aquella hora historica y no cumplio otra fun
cion que la de publicar originales. Tres revistas de gran interes, por lo demas, son 
Hoia Literaria, que desde Barcelona componian Azcoaga, Sanchez Barbudo y 
Serrano Plaja; Isla, que hacia Perez Clotet desde Cadiz; y Pape! de Vasar, que 
Escohotado, Echarri y Robles lanzaban desde El Escorial. La primera posee el 
interes de su entusiasmo, la calidad de! ideario de los jovenes directores y la 
virtud de las buenas colaboraciones; tambien parece que se va a reeditar. La 
segunda, a pesar de! derechismo de su promotor, fue moderada en su represen
tacion de todas las tendencias poeticas, ninguna de las cuales pregonaba ella 
misma; hubiera alcanzado esta revista alturas mas excelsas si la guerra no hubiera 
incordiado los animos. Por Jo que toca a la tercera, presentaba la novedad de 
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su vestimenta, que era la de una larga tira de papel doblada en cuatro pliegues, 
recta por arriba y festoneada por abajo, pareciendo, en efecto, papel de alacena; 
fue revista muy valiente, atrevida, desenfadada y reminiscente de las vanguardias 
de la decada anterior. 
Aparte de Nueva Cultura, el panorama de este afio lo completarian Cristal, 

de Pontevedra; Europa, de Barcelona; Presencia, de Cartagena 16; Eco, de Ma
drid; Alfi/, de Valencia, y Lazarillo, de Salamanca. Ninguna parece presentar 
-algunas no las hemos visto-- desmedida prestancia. Por lo que toca a Nueva 
Cultura, hay que afirmar que es este, al parecer, el afio de SU iniciaci6n, pero 
que hasta 1937 no saldria con regularidad. Fue revista muy agresiva, de gran 
formato, ma! impresa y de muchas fotograffas, en Ia que colaboraron los que 
luego se desparramarian en la diaspora de! exHio; necesita estudios y reimpre
si6n 17• Digamos, en fin, que tambien este aiio vio el brote de tres publicaciones 
falangistas: El Fascio, fundada por Delgado Barreto, F. E. y /. 0. N. S., esta 
ultima de Ledesma Ramos 18. El rapido panorama que hemos recorrido nos indica 
que las trincheras literarias y las fortificaciones politicas estaban ya, en algunos 
casos, s61idamente cavadas y erigidas. La revoluci6n politica y la revoluci6n 
cultural se vefan como indisolubles y, lo mismo que la literatura usaba la politica 
como temario, esta usaba de aquella como vehiculo. 

Menos crucial para nuestro tema es el afio 1934. Seiialemos, ante todo, la 
presencia de varias revfatas exclusivamente Iiterarias, entre las cuales destacare
mos Atalaya, Literatura y Frente Literario. La primera la hadan en Lesaca de! 
Bidasoa los hermanos Rodriguez Aldave; la segunda, que contuvo firmas muy 
conocidas, la cuidaban Gull6n y Gil y a ella hicimos referenda mas arriba; y 
la tercera, cuya mete6rica vida dirigi6 Burgos Lecea, se proclamaba enemiga de 
toda vanguardia, tanto polftica como literaria. De menos monta que estas fueron 
otras revistas: Agora y Azul, por ejemplo. Agora la hacfan en Albacete hombres 
que no dejaron huella posterior en nuestras letras, y lo mismo hay que afirmar 
de la segunda. De otras varias revistas pequefias desconocemos su importancia, ya 
que no las hemos podido ver. Baste mencionar A la Nueva Ventura, vallisoleta
na; Cinco, de Vitoria; Boletin, burgalesa; Humano, de Le6n; Brujula, madrilefia; 
y Plan, de la que se dice que mezclaba lo polftico con lo literario. A ellas habrfa 
que agregar 1616. English and Spanish Poetry, que desde Londres ideaba el ma
trimonio Altolaguirre, y Universidad y Tierra, hecha en Segovia con vocaci6n 
estrictamente local. 

Revistas de cierta especializaci6n, y ajenas por lo general a las orientaciones 
esteticas, eran la Gaceta del Libro, revista muy desigual hecha en Valencia por 
el librero Miguel Juan; la Revista de las Espanas, 6rgano muy conservador de 
la Uni6n Ibero-Americana; y Tiempos Nuevos, que era socialista y estudiaba 
los problemas municipales de Madrid y las provincias bajo el celo de Andres 
Saborit. Ninguna de las tres posee una importancia desmedida, pero todas ellas 
arrojan alguna luz en el juego de ideas de Ia epoca. Aiiadamos que la Revista 
de las Espanas tuvo una etapa durante la guerra, ahora timoneada por Corpus 
Barga. Y en conjunci6n con estas revistas, que son 6rganos de instituciones, 
debemos mencionar la desaparici6n, en este afio, de Residencia, la publicaci6n 
que sirvi6 de vocero de la famosa Residencia de Estudiantes. 

Aparte de Diablo Mundo y Ciudad, que fueron revistas con afan de gran 
publico y en las cuales firmaron a veces originales firmas muy prestigiosas (la 
segunda tiene un gran interes para el cuento), hay que destacar en este afio Ia 
salida de Leviattin y El Gallo Crisis, a las que nos referimos al principio. La pri
mera es la aportaci6n mas importante a la hemerografia de este afio, mientras 
que la obra posee una especial importancia para estudio de las ideas conserva-
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doras y presenta el interes, aunque sea de inferior solidez intelectual, de retratar
se como imagen de Cruz y Raya, aparte de ofrecer algunos de los mejores y 
peores poemas de Miguel Hernandez. Es posible que el ano 1935 sea el mas 
animado de la Republica por lo que toca al nacimiento de revistas; tambien la 
agresividad politica y los desplantes poeticos Hegan a su cumbre divisoria, y ello 
quiza porque las dos caras de Espana, como las de Juno, miraban con recelo la 
pasada revoluci6n de octubre y la inminente guerra civil. 

Desde perspectivas exclusivamente literarias, llama nuestra atenci6n ensegui
da la presencia de! jinete Neruda sobre su Caballo Verde, que buscaba una «poe
sia impura» y dividi6 en dos taifas al ruedo iberico; revista que cuidaban los 
dedos amorosos de Altolaguirre y no vio siempre reflejado en sus grandes paginas 
el silabario poetico que busca deletrear. En el otro bando trataba de erguirse una 
revista sevillana llamada Nueva Poesia, que proclamaba los nombre de Juan 
Ram6n y de nuestros poetas clasicos en querencia de lo puro y- ahist6rico. Tam
bien en Sevilla salian aquel ano dos revistas de menos enjundia: Hojas de Poesia 
y Tinta. De Orihuela hay que senalar Silbo, en cuyos dos unicos numeros publi
caron Juan Ram6n y Neruda en simb6lica uni6n integradora. Tambien en Bur
gos sac6 Gerardo Diego su Cipres, lo mismo que otros poetas sacaban en Alba
cete Altozano, muy mediocre, en Madrid Norma y en Valencia Las Cuatro Es
taciones. 

El brote, con todo, de las ideologias politicas es quiza lo mas digno de desta
carse en este ano. Es muy curioso que salgan a la palestra pequenas publicacio
nes que haran hombres j6venes con conciencia social y que a veces son univer
sitarios y a veces no. Entre estas revistas deseariamos mencionar El tiempo Pre
sente, que Serrano Plaja y Arconada arrojaban contra el fascismo; Linea, que es 
una de las publicaciones de esta hora mas olvidadas y merecedoras de rescate; 
tambien era abiertamente antifascista; Letra, que desde Madrid aire6 las ideas 
mas combativas de un grupo de hombres que ya habian comenzado su guerra 
civil contra la Espana desleal; Indice, que desde Tenerife expandia su programa 
anarquista; Nuestro Cinema, dedicada al tema de su titulo desde prespectivas 
progresistas; P. A. N., que el luego emigrado Espasandin sacaba desde Madrid, y 
Tensor, la revista de Ram6n Sender. Estaban estas revistas en abierta pugna con 
otras que desde la otra orilla lanzaban otros espanoles, de las que cabe destacar 
la muy significativa Revista de Estudios Hisptinicos, cuyo indice inventariaba los 
mismos epigrafes fascistas que Acci6n Espanola, de la que era apendice connatu
ral por obra de! marques de Lozoya. Y naturalmente, no falta en este ano la 
emergencia de las consabidas publicaciones falangistas, el semanario Arriba por 
una parte y Haz por otra, esta ultima 6rgano de! recien fundado Sindicato Es
panol Universitario. 

No termina aqui la recensi6n de este fertil ano, pues a la enumeraci6n reali
zada hay que adjuntar dos revistas que hacen los estudiantes de la Universidad 
de Madrid. Una es Prisma, de una impresionante mediocridad, en la que el nom
bre de Rafel Garcia-Serrano asoma por doquier. La otra se intitulaba Cuadernos 
de la Facultad de Filosofia y Letras, que era de mejor fuste y estaba hecha por 
firmas que luego continuaron apareciendo en la hemerografia de! franquismo. 
Tamqien con aires academicos, pero desligada de la Universidad, salt6 al publico 
este ano una revista cuya unica finalidad era conmemorar el centenario de Lope; 
se denominaba Fenix y la gestionaban Entrambasaguas y Herrero Garcia con 
dudosos criterios eruditos. Hay que agregar que la figura de Lope fue muy traida 
y llevada por unos y otros en este ano en un deseo de atraerlo a posiciones que 
el pobre senor no pudo sonar nunca. Por fortuna, a esa ultima revista puede 
contraponerse otra de mucha mas aristocracia erudita, con la que cerraremos el 
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recorrido de este afio: Tierra Firme, que un grupo de investigadores hacia con 
Diez-Canedo al frente y en cuyas paginas se pretendfa recoger el «espiritu de las 
principales publicaciones literarias o cientificas»; tambien se va a reproducir 
ahora en Alemania. 

Y con esto llegamos a la primera mitad de 1936, en la que todavia encon
traran oportunidad de manifestarse algunas revistas literarias, aunque no ninguna 
cultural o politica de algun relieve. Una de ellas fue Preg6n Literario, que a 
estas alturas todavia abogaba por la neutralidad y que desde la capital hacian 
Mendez Herrera y Jose Luis de Gallego. Otra, de mas sustancia, era Floresta de 
Prosa y Verso, la cual goz6 de buena salud pues Jleg6 a ver seis numeros en los 
seis primeros meses de! afio; la orientaban Francisco Giner de los Rios, sobrino
nieto de! famoso hombre de! mismo nombre, y Manuel Aznar; todavia propugna
ba un dialogo imposible de! que los diversos originales son reflejo 19. Otras hojas 
literarias no llegaron, por lo demas, a ver mas que una saHda. Sea una de ellas 
Pape/ de Color, que el escritor gallego, falangista y voluntarioso de estilo Alvaro 
Cunqueiro lanz6 desde Mondofiedo. La otra fue Ardor, nacida y muerta en 
aquella ultima primavera por mor de un grupo de poetas cordobeses de los que 
luego unos morian en la guerra y otros terminarian en el exilio de fuera o en 
el de dentro. El primer numero de El Mono Azul, iJa gloriosa revista del pueblo 
espafiol ideada por Alberti, saldria casi un mes despues de estallar la conflagra
ci6n fraterna; el de Cauces, la revista jerezana costeada por los bodegueros, habia 
podido salir un mes antes de ella; el de /erarquia, la negrfsima revista de los 
yugos y flechas, lo harian en el primer otofio de la guerra; y Mujeres Libres, la 
hermosa publicaci6n de las feministas anarquistas, se habia fundado poco antes 
del estallido. Comenzaba, pues, la guerra, y proseguia, sin soluci6n de continuidad, 
la fundaci6n de publicaciones en las que las dos Espafias -las muchas Espa
fias- intelectualizaban el combate que en los frentes hacian los soldados . 

NOTES 

1 En Literatura y pequena burguesia en Espana (Madrid, Edicusa, 1972), pa
ginas 189-212. 

2 «Azor (1932-1934): radiografia de una crisis», cuya lectura en manuscrito 
debo a la amabilidad del autor. 

3 «Una aventura poetica de los afios treinta: Noreste», en el numero de Anda/an 
(Zaragoza) dedicado a la «Literatura aragonesa del siglo XX» (s.a.), pp. 32-33. 

4 «Acci6n Espanola: una introducci6n al pensamiento politico de extrema de· 
recha», en Teoria y sociedad. Homenaje al prof. Aranguren (Barcelona, Ariel, 
1970), pp. 361-396. Por economia no citamos otras referencias de menos interes. 

s Cruz y Raya (1933-1936) (Madrid, Taurus, 1969). Bergamfn public6 reciente
mente una selecci6n, con pr6logo, de esta revista. Tambien R. Benitez Claros 
compil6 el fndice para la Colecci6n de Indices de Publicaciones Peri6dicas. 

6 Leviatan. Revista mensual de hechos e ideas (Glashtitten im Taunus, Verlag 
Detlev Auvermann, 1974). 

7 Los Cuatro Vientos (Darmstadt, Ducke Offsetdruck GmbH, s.a.), pp. 7-37. 
s En la edici6n facsfmil realizada por el Ayuntamiento de Orihuela en 1973. 
9 Caballo Verde para la Poesia. Numeros 1-4. Madrid, Octubre 1935-Enero 1936. 

Palabras previas de Pablo Neruda. Nota preliminar del Profesor J. Lechner (Glas
htitten im Taunus, Verlag Detlev Auvermann, 1974). 

10 El trabajo de Bassolas se titula La ideologia de las escritores. «La Gaceta 
Literaria», 1927-1932 (Barcelona, Fontamara, 1975). De los trabajos aludidos s6lo 
citaremos el de M. A. Hernando Fernandez, La «Gaceta Literaria» (1927-19321 
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(Biografia y valoraci6n) (Valladolid, Universidad, 1974) y el de Lucy Tandy, Gi
menez Caballero y «la Gaceta Literaria» (Barcelona, Turner, 1978). 

11 Evelyne L6pez Campillo, La «Revista de Occidente» y la formaci6n de 
minorias (Madrid, Taurus, 1972). 

12 «lndice bibliografico de la Revista Mediodia», Archivo Hispalense, 33 (1960), 
409-425; 34 (1961), 57-84, 161-194. 

13 «Ricardo Gull6n y la revista Literatura», Insu/a, 295 (junio 1971), l, 5. 
1
4 De la ultima hay antologia hecha por Juan Aparicio (v. La Conquista de/ 

Estado. Semanario de lucha y de informaci6n polltica [Madrid, F. E., 1939)). 
is De las que I. M. Gil da alguna noticia en su articulo citado. 
1
6 Da noticias sobre esta revista J. Rodriguez Canovas en Antonio Oliver Bel

mds y la Universidad Popular de Cartagena (Cartagena, 1971), pp. 65-67 y 103-104, 
libro cuya lectura debo a la gentileza de Carmen Conde. 

1
7 Sohre esta revista no existe ningun estudio aproximativo. Referencias a ella 

pueden encontrarse en J. Lechner, El compromiso en la poesia espafio/a de/ si
glo XX. Parte primera. De la generaci6n de 1898 a 1939 (Universitaire Pers Leiden, 
1968), pp. 97-98; A. Sanchez-Gij6n, «Le riviste letterarie nella guerra civile spa
gnola: Hora de Espana», Carte Segrete, 1 (1967), 121-138; y D. Perez Minik, 
«Dialogo con Nueva Cultura», Gaceta de Arte, 37 (marzo 1936), 94-98. 

is De F. E. existe reproducci6n facsimil (Madrid, Editora Nacional, 1943); de 
/.0.N.S. hizo una antologia Juan Aparicio (Madrid, Editora Nacional, 1939). 

19 Algunos datos, muy escasos, sobre esta revista pueden verse en F. G. Del
gado, «Francisco Giner de los Rios: la recuperaci6n de un poeta», Insu/a, 353 
(abril 1976), 3. 
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The reinterpretation of a Brazilian Play: 
0 Rei da Vela 

David George 
Middlebury College 

Oswald de Andrade's 0 Rei da Vela 1, written in 1933 and published in 1937, 
received scant attention in its own time as a literary work, and the first attempt 
to stage it was repressed by Vargas' secret police. Although Brazilian critics began 
to reassess the play in 1967, on the occasion of Teatro Oficina's famous produc
tion, American scholars seem largely to have ignored what is one of the key 
works of Brazilian Modernism. And its relationship to historical context has 
been only superficially considered. The play, to be fully understood, must be 
seen essentiaUy as an unmasking of 1930's economic nationalism in Brazil 2, 

with a concommitant presentation of a radical view of class struggle. One must 
also consider the work's inextricable links to the decline of the coffee economy, 
the fall of the Old Republic, and the rise of the Corporate State 3. The play's 
internal structures are bound to historical events and socio-economic realities by 
means of a wide range of avant-garde and anti-illusionist techniques. At the 
same time, 0 Rei da Vela must not be confined to its own period. It became 
significant as literature and as theatre only in the 1960's, long after the Moder
nist period itself. In that context, it can be argued that Oswald's play was in 
many ways a harbinger of later dependentist viewpoints espoused by writers of 
that later period . 

0 Rei da Vela deals with a specific time and place (Sao Paulo and Rio in 
the 1930's). It presents a kaleidoscopic view of Brazilian society and class rela
tionships in a period of abrupt changes and crises. All social levels make a direct 
or indirect appearance: residues of the Old Republic -the decadent coffee 
oligarchy-, the emerging urban commercial and industrial bourgeoisie, the petite 
bourgeoisie, the clergy, the intellectuals, the military, the immigrants --especially 
Italian-, the rural and urban proletariat, the poor and disenfranchised, the 
archetypal American capitalist. Historical events, too, play their part: the De
pression, the decline of the monocultural coffee economy, the 1930 Revolution, 
the transition from British to American economic hegemony. Political polariza
tion of the times manifests itself, from social revolutionary consciousness to In
tegralism. There are premonitions of future events: the rise of fascism in Europe, 
the advent of the repressive Corporatist State -Vargas' Estado Novo-, the 
establishment of multinational corporations. The presentation of an entire socio
economic, political, and historical complex is structured around a radical, anti
imperialist view of economic nationalism. 
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Artistically, Oswald utilizes an array of avant garde techniques: Expressionist, 
Surrealist, Absurdist. The anti-illusionist techniques in the play bring to mind 
Brecht, though there is no evidence to support that Oswald de Andrade was 
acquainted with the German playwright's early work 4. Further, 0 Rei da Vela 
presents a form of analysis that will become common currency in the post-1950 
Spanish American «boom» narrative: manipulation of masks and mytho-cyclical 
patterns within a dependency context. 

FORMS, STRUCTURES, AND THEMES 

The external, physical elements that comprise the setting and set of the play 
provide a visual framework for the socio-ideological-artistic relationships. The set 
for Act I, a money-lender's office, establishes the first stratum of what will later 
crystallize into a hierarchy of exploitation: foreign domination, internal bour
geoisie, and internal proletariat (both urban and rural), along with sectors totally 
disposessed. The «props» seen on stage in Act I include a futurist divan, a 
Louis XV desk, a telephone, candles of all sizes and types. That perspective 
suggests a Brazil looking toward the future while remaining in the past, a Brazil 
without a history of its own. Those themes relate both to 1930's economic natio
nalism -a future-oriented ideology based on industrialization and modernization
and to the future theory of dependency. There is also an Espressionist device 
used to symbolize Brazil's «imprisonment» by external and internal capital: a 
waiting room in the form of a cage where debtors are kept. 

Art II takes place on a tropical isle in Guanabara Bay near the city of Rio de 
Janeiro. There are exotic birds, palm trees, a beach, and people dressed in the 
«mais furiosa fantasia burguesa e equatorial» (p. 97). The American flag flies 
from a pole. Additional elements are sounds of motor boats, a landing field, «m6-
veis mecanicos». That Absurdist parody brings into focus a cultural juncture of 
the Brazilian bourgeoisie: Luso-Tropicalist exoticism for export, with an overlay 
of imported American technology. The scene reminds one of a Carmen Miranda 
movie -set and choreography by Busby Berkeley-, which was precisely the 
inspiration for the Teatro Oficina production of 0 Rei da Vela s. 

Act III takes place in the same setting as Act I, with «props» from a hospital 
clinic, symbolizing the defeat of one «rei da vela» and the rise of another, a 
theme to be analyzed below. 

A constant in the set -candles- as well as the title -«candle king»- have 
varied and continually shifting symbolic values. The title is central to an unders
tanding of the play's dialectic tension of art/ideology/society. The symbolic values 
of «rei» and «vela» unfold throughout the work and are fully revealed by the 
end of Act III. 

The fundamental value of «vela» is economic. Because of the Great Depression 
and the coffee crisis, the electric company has shut down and the candle has 
come back into use. The protagonist, the usurer Abelardo I, has cornered the 
market in candles and thus becomes the candle king, «rei da vela». Consequently, 
«vela» is associated with notions of regression into feudalism, semi-colonialism, 
and underdevelopment. And the «rei da vela» represents the petty speculator, 
near the bottom in the hierarchy of exploitation. At the top is imperialism. Abe
lardo I himself sums up this process in Act I: «0 panico do cafe. Com dinheiro 
ingles comprei cafe na porta das fazendas desesperadas. De posse de segredos 
governamentais, joguei duro e certo no cafe-papel! Amontoei ruinas de um !ado 
e ouro do outro! Calculei ante a regressiio parcial que a crise provocou ... Des-
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cobri e incentivei a regressiio, a vol ta a vela... sob o signo do capital america
no» (p. 9). The composite value of «vela» in the first phase of its unfolding thus 
corresponds to a radical vi:sion of the economic history of the period. 

From its economic foundation, the candle symbol shifts to matters of social 
class. Abelardo I, who because of his money will marry into the traditional cof
fee oligarchy, is scorned by his adopted family as «rei da vela», «intruso», «arri
vista». He is a petit bourgeois, nouveau riche social climber. 

Abelardo is destroyed by the very exploitative system in which he participates. 
As a result, «vela» turns into a death symbol, «vel6rio» (or wake), and finally 
«vala» (or mass grave). Therefore a symbol of personal death, it comes to suggest 
collective death as well: the historical death of a people in a dependent country. 
When one candle king falls, another replaces him: Abelardo I is overthrown by 
Abelardo II. It is the unchanging cycle of non-history of all Latin American 
countries according to Oswald de Andrade's anti-imperialist focus. 

The implications of title and set, therefore, lead us to certain conclusions 
about the author's ideological stance. The main body of the play does so even 
more clearly. 

HISTORY AND IDEOLOGY 

0 Rei da Vela has a direct bearing on specific socio-economic systems and 
political events. The play begins with a reference to the financial troubles of 
the early 1930's. Because of the problems of the coffee market crisis and the 
Depression, credit is tight and many people have lost what small material wealth 
they once posessed. Abelardo I charges absurdly high interest rates. «0 cliente», 
who represents all debtors, has paid more than twice the amount of his original 
loan just in interest and is now two months overdue on his latest installment. 
Abelardo I orders him shot. A hierarchy of exploitation is thus established: 
segments of the national bourgeoisie exploit their countrymen and take advantage 
of the financial vicissitudes of the time, while foreign interests exploit Brazil's 
economic vulnerability and the nation is saddled with an onerous foreign debt. 

Some blame the 1930 Revolution for the problems. «0 cliente» says: «E a 
revolu~iio em 30 foi um mau sucesso que complicou tudo» (p. 58). Vargas-style 
reform measures and populist appeals to the growing urban proletariat are the 
villains according to middlemen like Abelardo I who benefit from the crisis: 
«Lei contra a usura! Bolchevistas! Por isso e que o pais se arruina» (p. 70). Si
milar scapegoats are «as exigencias do operariado. 0 salario minimo. As fe
rias» (p. 77). The true villain of the play, as we shall later see, is imperialism. 

The plot of 0 Rei da Vela hinges on the marriage of the nouveau riche Abe
lardo I to Heloisa, a member of an old coffee family ruined in the crisis (the 
parody of the classical love motif, Abelard and Heloise, will be explored in 
another section of this article). Her father, Belarmino, «esta de tanga. Entregou 
tudo aos credores» (p. 64). Heloisa has consented to marry Abelardo I in order 
to recapture past comforts. Her genuine predilection is revealed by her name: 
Heloisa de Lesbos. She admits frankly the purpose of their union: «0 nosso 
casamento e um neg6cio» (p. 80). Since the coffee crisis and the decline of the 
coffee oligarchy, power had shifted to the cities and the rising urban bourgeoisie 
had begun to establish ties with the traditional rural «aristocracy», often in the 
form of intermarriage. Abelardo's marriage signifies for him the purchase of a 
status symbol: «Comprar esses restos de brasiio ainda e um neg6cio» (p. 64). 
According to the perspective of Rei da Vela, the urban bourgeoisie is, by its very 
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nature as a social class, corrupt, cruel, and greedy; and the author views capita
lism and imperialism as the prime causes of the chaos, suffering, and poverty. 

The concept of dependency comes to mind in this context, but the word must 
be used with caution. 0 Rei da Vela does not present a full-blown dependency 
theory as we know it today. There are obvious differences, not the least of 
which is the lack of an elaborate and sophisticated theoretical formulation in 
the play. As a work of art, however, its «dependista» resonances are are loud and 
clear. Just as Oswald de Andrade reacted against economic nationalism, the 
theory of dependency is a reaction to developmentalism 6• A basic assumption 
of 0 Rei da Vela is that the Brazilian economy functions to serve the economies 
of the capitalist powers and that the urban bourgeoisie, represented by Abelar
do, consciously participates to its own advantage: «Os paises inferiores tern que 
trabalhar para os paises superiores como os pobres trabalham para os ricos... Eu 
sei que sou um simples feitor do capital estrangeiro ... E por isso que possuo uma 
lancha, uma ilha e voce [Heloisa]» (p. 94). The bourgeoisie may have certain 
ideals (e. g., liberal economic nationalism), but ultimately it cooperates with im
perialism. The reason is that dependency, in Oswald's view, is the key to bour
geois success: «A chave milagrosa da fortuna, uma chave Yale» (p. 90). As a 
result, Brazil remains «in hock» to foreigners: «ja hipotecamos tudo ao estran
geiro, ate a paisagem! » (p. 147). 

Dependency, however, extends beyond economics. Cultural dependency takes 
many forms, one being the restriction of autonomous understanding and know
ledge: «Esse neg6cio de escrever livros de sociologia... fica ridiculo para n6s, 
industriais avam;:ados. Diante dos ingleses e americanos» (p. 80). Imported cul
ture becomes distorted, grotesque. Dona Cesarina, Heloisa's mother, serves «rabos
de-galo»: «E a tradw;:ao de coquetel feita pela Academia de Letras» (p. 106). 

In Act III, Abelardo I is destroyed by Abelardo II, who replaces him as 
candle king and husband of Heloisa, events that represent change without chan
ge: «Um cai, outro o substitui enquanto houver imperialismo e diferenc;:a de 
classes» (p. 151). That is, the dynamic of change remains external. Internal 
changes are circular, ritualistic. Abelardo II states the concept ironically during 
his wedding: «Heloisa sera sempre de Abelardo. J: classico» (p. 158). Dependency 
is «classic»: there is only endless repetition. 

Fittingly, the final word in the play belongs to the American capitalist Mr. 
Jones: «Oh! Good business!» (p. 158). Jones is the phanton protagonist of 0 
Rei da Vela, the manipulator behind the scenes. He first becomes visible in the 
second act in a sexual context with Heloisa. Sexuality is portrayed in a grotesque 
manner, for Jones teaches Heloisa to wrestle and box: «Ele e campeao de tudo 
isso em Nova Iorque, Wall Street!» (p. 105). Symbolically, Brazilian culture is 
prostituted, while received culture is distorted and dependency and exploitation 
are violent. Jones himself describes the essence of dependency -a response to 
the needs of the economic center (i. ., the United States): 

Heloisa.-Diga uma coisa, Jones, porque e que o Brasil nao paga as 
dividas com o cafe que esta queimando? 

Jones.-No Brasil precisa avioes ... Metralhices ... trocar por cafe ... Oh! 
Good business! Shut up! (pp. 122-123). 

The denouement ~the marriage of Abelardo II with Heloisa- takes place 
to make her available for Mr. Jones. The meaning is clear: Brazilian social ins
titutions, although conducted by Brazilians, function on the basis of foreign 
economic control. 
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While revealing the nature of imperialism and underdevelopment, the work 
also suggests alternatives. Abelardo I, as his death approaches, recounts the 
parable of Jujuba, stray dog and mascot of the soldiers. Jujuba brings other 
strays into the barracks, but they are shot. Jujuba decides to relinquish the com
fort of the barracks and join his comrades, even though he will die of starvation. 
Such a romantic vision of the class struggle, fidelity of the proletariat, and unity 
of the oppressed represents, in the sense of class solidarity, an alternate solution 
to dependency. Jujuba is «solidario com sua classe» (p. 154) while Abelardo I, 
once poor himself, betrays his class: «Trai minha fome» (p. 154). The soldiers 
also belong to Jujuba's class; they will foment the social revolution. In the light 
of subsequent events in Brazilian history, one may consider this presumption 
naive, to say the least. Nevertheless, «tenentismo» 1 was still a heroic myth at 
the time of the play's composition, and Jujuba may well symbolize Luis Carlos 
Prestes 8• 

Having examined the author's treatment of the historical situation and his 
response to economic nationalism, we shall now turn to Oswald's means of con
veying that situation and response -his aesthetic code and the destructive force 
of his art. 

AESTHETIC CODE AND TOTAL THEATRICAL LANGUAGE 

The complex aesthetic components of 0 Rei da Vela require for their unders
tanding a variety of analytical perspectives. Those components are multi-dimen
sional within a temporal/spatial frame of reference. They represent an outgrowth 
of the Sao Paulo literary experiments of the 1920's, and parallel artistic currents 
in Europe before and simultaneous with the time of the play's writing. The 
components foretell Brazilian and foreign aesthetic transformations of following 
decades. The aesthetic code can be broken down into the following components: 
Modernist themes and the establishment of a Brazilian language; anti-illusionist 
techniques; avant-garde techniques; masks and ritual. 

Oswald de Andrade is one of the great figures of the Modernist generation. 
Discussions and writings on Modernism usually include Oswald's prose works, 
poetry, and manifestoes. Scholars generally hold that Modernist theatre is insig
nificant, and they rarely mention 0 Rei da Vela as one of the key works of the 
generation. The play's polemical intensity may be a factor, since stress is placed 
on the aesthetic rather than the political thrust of Modernism, at least the Sao 
Paulo variety. Indeed, Alfredo Bosi, one of the best contemporary critics, lists 
among the Modernist's now irrelevant traits thair «inconsequencia ideol6gica» 9• 

Nevertheless, 0 Rei da Vela imparts a strong ideological message through use 
of Modernist themes and techniques, thus representing a logical extension of the 
Semana de Arte Moderna program. The Modernist notion of anthropophagy is 
central to the play. (In fact, the reader may recall that Oswald is the author of 
the Manifesto Antrop6fago). In 0 Rei da Vela, the metaphor according to which 
Brazilians devour each other and are devoured by foreigners has been placed in 
a political context and transformed into the concept of hierarchy of economic 
exploitation. Also fundamental to the play is the anthropophagic paradox of reject
ing while simultaneously devouring foreign aesthetic tenets. 0 Rei da Vela paro
dies European classical and romantic motifs, while it incorporates European 
avant-garde techniques; the purpose is to create a uniquely Brazilian language and 
ultimately to define Brazilian reality. Other Modernist works (e. g., Mario de 
Andrade's Macunaima) attempt to define Brazilian reality in primitive, racial, 
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ethnic, cosmogonic, and etiological terms. The overwhelming concern for such 
a definition remains the same in 0 Rei da Vela. Oswald has merely shifted the 
focus to economics and social class. The results are quite similar: Brazil's identity 
is presented as fragmented, its destiny unfulfilled. Through his attempt to achieve 
definition, Oswald has created a total theatrical language. 

The aesthetic component that serves as the prime conductor of the play's 
ideologically-charged content can be termed anti-illusion. My fundamental assump
tion is that in 0 Rei da Vela Oswald de Andrade has created a dialectical tension 
between art and reality. The work does not simply create an illusion of reality. 

It is art conscious of itself in juxtaposition to external reality. Consequently, 
the aesthetic object differentiates itself from that reality while commenting upon 
and defining it. Such anti-illusionist techniques are employed to break down 
audience empathy and to heighten awareness. 

As stated above, it appears unlikely that Oswald was acquainted with Brecht's 
work. Nevertheless, there are some striking parallels between 0 Rei da Vela and 
Brecht's early Lehrstiicke and later Epic Theatre: the notion of theatre as a moral/ 
didactic institution; anti-illusionist techniques and alienation in both the artistic 
and social sense; use of primary Marxist concepts 10; classical parody (Heloise 
and Abelard); and use of the exemplary parable (Jujuba) 11 • 

The examples of anti-illusionist technique in the play are many. After the 
scene with the debtors in the first act, Abelardo I states: «Mas esta cena basta 
para nos identificar perante o publico» (p. 62). A call has thus been made for 
objectivity on the part of the audience. Final clarification of the point is made 
in Act III when Abelardo I refers to «as solu~oes fora da vida. As solu~oes do 
teatro» (p. 144). Oswald de Andrade has affirmed that his theatre cannot serve 
as a form of catharsis. Its relationship and juxtaposition to social reality must 
be clearly understood. 

The second alienation effect established by Oswald's «linguagem» is self. 
consciousness. Following are two examples. Abelardo I: «Sou o primeiro socialista 
do teatro brasileiro» (p. 75). Pinote: «0 teatro brasileiro ja virou teatro de tese» 
(p. 83). If reality is the thesis, and the theatrical piece is the antithesis, then 
self-conscious technique generates the synthesis: the audience's objective awareness 
of the play's interrelationship with reality, of its aesthetic-ideological interpretation 
of reality. Alienation or anti-illusion establishes the connection -in theory at 
least- with the ideological and social meaning of alienation: unequal distribution 
of social benefits, lack of the people's control over modes of production. The 
dialectical relationship between art and reality transcends the intention to satirize 
and reform society. The intent is to destroy, which is also a function of Oswald's 
language. Thus, his utilization of avant-garde techniques culminates in destructive 
force. 

0 Rei da Vela devours (in the Modernist sense) a whole gamut of avant-garde 
techniques and principles. (Although I separate them in my analysis, they are in 
actuality far from mutually exclusive.) The play utilizes such Expressionistic 
theatrical devices as the debtors' cage; it approximates Expressionism in its use 
of antiliterary language and its engage social consciousness. What is more impor
tant, 0 Rei da Vela contains elements that parallel Surrealism as a specific literary 
movement and as a general artistic revolution, one of the major manifestations 
of which has been Theatre of the Absurd. 

Examples of the devices, including verbal games, of the Absurd abound in 
the play: Mr. Jones' «direito de pernada» or droit du seignor; the announcement 
of the other wordly voice -<<Ame-ri-ca-e-um-ble-fe! » (p. 156); the intellectual 
Pinote's livelihood by murder or «facadinhas». From all this one can conclude 
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that in spite of the play's relationship to specific historical circumstances, the 
author makes no attempt to present a realistic portrayal of Brazilian society. The 
relationship between art and reality can be a destructive one. 

The first level of destruction pertains to the ideological foundation of the 
play: demolition of bourgeois mind-sets based on dependent capitalism and the 
hierarchy of exploitation. 

The second level involves artistic destruction in many forms. One must 
certainly consider the fundamental inflence of Dada. Specifically, however, Oswald's 
artistic destruction takes the form of masks and unmasking. The characters, flat 
types who manipulate a language, are masks of the urban commercial bourgeoisie, 
decadent coffee «aristocracy», and so forth. By revealing these masks, by mocking 
them, the author intends to unmask official bourgeois reality, to destroy its 
mind-sets. The masks, within the context of a total theatrical language, become 
grotesque. The reader will recall examples from the text cited above, such as 
Mr. Jones' «love-making» with Heloisa. Destruction in this form saves the play 
from becoming a mere didactic exercise. As Mario Chamie observes: «Todo esse 
elenco recortado de protagonistas cairia num absolutismo didatico, se Oswald 
de Andrade niio o dinamizasse com o seu poder de analise demolidora» (op. cit., 
pagina 22) .. Oswald's most powerful weapons are parody and sarcasm. 

0 Rei da Vela parodies the classical love myth: Heloisa and Abelardo. Their 
relationship revolves around finances and sexual aberration, as do most of the 
other relationships in the play. In his version of the love myth, Oswald manipu
lates the language of love. (Much of the destructive power of his language arises 
from the transformation of symbolic charges.) In one example, Abelardo I 
declares his love in a grotesque manner to Dona Cesarina, his future mother-in
Iaw: «Por que nao sorri mais e exala esse perfume de rosas murchas?» (p. 101). 
The traditional rose of youth and beauty is transformed into a symbol of decay. 
He calls her «meu vesuvio». The symbol transmutes in the following manner: 
Dona Cesarina is ready to go off sexually; she is large; she is old; she is scarred, 
wrinkled, rent, and pocked. The source of the sexual degradation, according to 
Oswald de Andrade's analysis, is capitalist society itself. Other examples of 
similar symbolic transformations are «rei» and «vela» (see above). 

Finally, the parody of the classical love motif takes on the meaning of the 
circular, of repetition of the same decadent rituals. When Abelardo II' puns that 
his marriage with Heloisa «e classico», the ultimate significance within the 
ideological/ aesthetic framework of 0 Rei da Vela is that Brazil's class system 
and hierarchy of exploitation will remain unaltered as long as the economy and 
class relationships are founded on dependent capitalism. Endless repetition means 
nonhistory. When «one falls, another replaces him», no real change takes place; 
Brazil's history does not unfold. And there is a further implication: the classical 
love myth is a foreign literary model, a European mindset and «ideology» of the 
pure relationship. Imposition of such an «ideology» represents dependency on a 
cultural level, and its presence suggests an ideological blind for the true rela
tionship on the socio-economic plane. The relationship is a form of dependency 
that is unmasked -i. e., shown to be fundamentally «impure»- through the 
various dramatic structures of 0 Rei da Vela. 

NOTES 

t Oswald de Andrade, 0 Rei da Vela (Sao Paulo: Difusiio Europeia do Li· 
vro, 1967). 
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2 «Economic nationalism is revealed as a future-oriented ideology. And while 
the actual working-out of this policy is highly dependent upon circumstances, 
economic nationalism became intense enough in the Vargas years to amount to 
an ideology of development». John D. Wirth, The Politics of Brazilian Development 
(Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, J970), p. 7. See also Paul Singer, «0 Brasil no 
Contexto do Capital Internacional, 1889-1930», in Historia Geral da Civiliza~iio 
Brasileira, Sergio Buarque de Hollanda ed., v. 3: 2 (Rio de Janeiro: Difusao Edi
torial, 1977). 

During the Old Republic, economic nationalism expressed narrow class and 
financial interests rather than genuine national concerns. Furthermore, statements 
of economic nationalism had virtually no impact on the failure of the coffee-orien
ted export economy and price defense in the 1920's. Manufacturing and moderni
zation became, to the minds of the nationalists in the 1930's, the means to greater 
economic and political independence. The Vargas regime during the Estado Novo 
took on many of the arguments of economic nationalism as part of its official 
policy, particularly regarding state ownership and intervention in the economy. 

3 The history of Sao Paulo, from the late nineteenth century to 1930, revolves 
around coffee. Production of coffee, at that time the principal export and source 
of foreign exchange, became focused in the state of Sao Paulo, and as a result 
Brazilian economic and political power gravitated to that region. The government 
of the Old Republic or «Republica Velha» -1899-1930- was controlled by the 
Sao Paulo coffee bourgeoisie. National coffee interests, however, took a back seat 
to international capital in various ways. Foreign capital investment, especially 
British, gained control of Brazilian coffee marketing and export operations. 

The external financial stranglehold, as well as overplanting and subsequent 
surpluses, gave rise to a series of coffee crises. The government of the Old Repu
blic instituted periodic price defense and maintenance measures referred to by the 
blanket term «Valoriza9ao». Because of the crises, a large number of coffee plan
ters were ruined, and the decadent coffee «aristocracy» became a characteristic 
feature of Sao Paulo society. The onset of the world economic crisis in the 1920's 
ensured the decline of coffee and the end of the coffee bourgeoisie's hegemony. 
Disaster was inevitable for the Old Republic, whose fall brought on Getulio Vargas' 
initial tenure (I 930-1945). 

Vargas -who came out of the political machinery of the southern state of 
Rio Grande do Sul- was an unsuccessful presidential candidate in 1930, but he 
was swept into office via military revolt. By 1937 he had become a dictator. 
He ruled by decree and censorship, and maintained a strong secret police force. 
Political parties on both the right and left were supressed. The new government 
was called the Estado Novo or «New State»; it was modeled after the corporatist 
states of Italy and Portugal. Vargas' economic programs foreshadowed the develop
mentalist model of the 1950's. He initiated the drive toward industrialization and 
increasing government participation in the economy, which produced a tremendous 
spurt in industrial investment and output and an all-out effort to establish basic 
stateowned steel and petroleum industries. Most Brazilians remained outside the 
economy, however, and foreign presence was felt more strongly than ever. By the 
late 1920's, in fact, the United States had replaced England as the principal foreign 
influence in the Brazilian economy. 

For further information see the following sources: Boris Fausto, «Expansao 
do Cafe e Politica Cafeeira», Warren Dean, «A Industrializai;ao Durante a Repu
blica Velha», Joseph Love, «Autonomia e Interdependencia: Sao Paulo e a Fede
ra9ao Brasileira, 1889-1937» in Hist6ria Geral; John W. F. Dulles, Vargas of 
Brazil (Austin and London: Univ. of Texas Press, 1967). 

4 «Piscator e Brecht haviam, na decada anterior, desenvolvido a teoria do afas
tamento, rompendo o efeito ilusionista da cena italiana, mas nao cremos que ela 
estivesse muito divulgada nas fontes acessfveis a Oswald de Andrade, para que se 
pudesse estabelecer uma influencia». 

«E dizer que nesse tempo Brecht. .. ja havia realizado alguns marcos do seu 
teatro epico com realizai;oes memoraveis, e que Oswald de Andrade sem sofrer 
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a sua influencia sonhava o mesmo para a nossa cena». Van Jafa, «0 Rei da Vela», 
Correia da Manha, 26 November 1967. 

s Teatro Oficina's production of 0 Rei da Vela, directed by Jose Celso Marti
nez Correa, opened in Sao Paulo on 29 September, 1967. Jose Celso's assumption 
was that the situation denounced by Oswald had not changed in any fundamen
tal way; that bourgeois consciousness must still be raised, through parody or direct 
attack. The production gave rise to a theatrical style that came to be known as 
«teatro de agressao». Armed with the tools of Brechtian stagecraft, the production 
took the form of Epic Theatre. Although Oswald's text was not altered, songs 
-such as «Sim, n6s temos bananas»- were woven into the dramatic structure. 
Several bourgeois styles, for example opera and «revista» (vaudeville) were paro
died, devoured. The dominant colors of the set and costumes were «verde-amarelo», 
green and yellow, the colors of the Brazilian flag. The audience was «assaulted» 
with obscene language and gestures, and phallic symbolism. For example, a large 
dummy of a cleric, placed on one side of the stage and facing the audience, 
had a moveable phallus. The actors, of course, were costumed in the «mais furiosa 
fantasia burguesa e equatorial». In terms of the creation of uniquely Brazilian 
theatrical forms, Oficina's production was one of the most significant, and contro
versial, stagings in the history of Brazilian theatre. In fact, the forms and styles 
devoured in the production led to a general cultural movement known as «tropi
calia» or «tropicalismo», which is seen to be an extension of Modernist anthropo
phagy. The principal elements of «tropicalia» are a critical view of Brazilian 
culture (especially forms that slavishly imitate imported models), socio-political 
denunciation through irreverence and aggression, and manipulation of national 
symbols, concern with underdevelopment and dependency, a devouring of foreign 
models. The «tropicalia» movement was especially fostered by the music of the 
«baianos» Gilberto Gil and Caetano Veloso, the initiators of samba-rock. 

6 Developmentalism or developmental nationalism -«desenvolvimentismo»
characterized Brazilian government policy from 1951 to 1964. It sprang from the 
ideological views of the «tenentes» (see n. 7) and the Estado Novo and resulted 
from the economic conditions surrounding WWII: a significant increase in for
eign exchange reserves and expansion and diversification of the Brazilian industrial 
park. Those two factors lent credence to the notion that Brazil was capable of 
developing import-substitution manufacturing and of exporting industrial goods on 
a large scale. The developmentalist doctrine «called for government control of 
natural resources, limitations on foreign capital, continuing industrialization, and 
greater commerce with all nations». E. Bradford Burns, A History of Brazil 
(N. Y.: Columbia Univ. Press, 1970), p. 320. See also Thomas E. Skidmore, 
Politics in Brazil (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1967). 

The heyday of developmentalism came during the euphoria of the Kubitschek 
administration (1956-1961 ). Brazil experienced spectacular industrial and economic 
growth in those five years. Nevertheless, runaway inflation, expensive government 
programs, budget deficits on all levels of government and increasing foreign 
involvement -especially on the part of the multinationals- brought about a 
shift in thinking by economic policy-makers from the capitalist developmentalist 
model to a socialist and anti-imperialist model. 

7 The «tenentes» were young military officers who were non-Marxist revolu
tionaries and supported a nationalistic program of modernization, industrialization, 
and «national regeneration». They also attacked the dominant position of foreign 
capital. Although their revolts during the Old Republic were unsuccessful, they 
were part of the coalition that brought Vargas to power in 1930. 

8 Luis Carlos Prestes was honorary president of the ANL [Alian~a Nacional 
Libertadora] and leader of the famous Prestes Column, a manifestation of the 
«tenentes» rebellion, which marched through the interior of Brazil in the 1920's, 
playing «cat-and-mouse» with federal troops. 

9 Alfredo Bosi, Hist6ria Concisa da Literatura Brasileira (Sao Paulo: Editora 
Cultrix, 1970). 

to «A estrutura toda de 0 Rei da Vela e o papel carbono de uma sumula 
organizada dos cliches com que principiante marxista filtra a sua compreensao 
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do capitalismo». Mario Chamie, A Linguagem Virtual (Siio Paulo: Edi~oes Quiron, 
1976), p. 20. Chamie's concept, which he terms «pan-sexualismo», is that Oswald 
de Andrade's ideological action is linked to anarchic liberation, the organic repre
sentation of which is uninhibited sexuality. According to the author, the dionysian 
aspect of sex means for Oswald the overturning of stifling ethics founded on social 
class interest and prejudice. 

11 There are, to be sure, significant differences between Brecht's drama and 
Oswald de Andrade's. While Brecht's theatre production was vast, Oswald's was 
meagre: 0 Rei da Vela, A Morta, 0 Homem e o Cavalo, Renuncia, and 0 santeiro 
do Mangue (the latter two unpublished). The influence of Brecht's theatre has 
been monumental and his works have been staged all over the world. The Epic 
Theatre has established its own tradition - which is not to say there were no 
forerunners (i.e., Piscator's Epic Theatre). 0 Rei da Vela was practically forgotten 
for 30 years until its first staging in 1967. Of Oswald's other works, only A Morta 
has been staged - by an amateur group at the University of Siio Paulo. Never
theless, 0 Rei da Vela does represent the first major break with the worn-out 
«comedia de costumes» formula and the point of departure for the revolution in 
contemporary Brazilian theatre: in the 1940's, Nelson Rodrigues' Vestido de Noiva; 
in the 1950's, the founding of Teatro de Arena and Teatro Oficina; in the 1960's, 
an explosion of engage, ensemble, and experimental theatre. 
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•, CARLOS BLANCO AGUINAGA, }ULIO RooRiGuEz PuERTOLAS e IRIS ZAVALA, His
toria social de la literatura espanola (en lengua castellana), 3 vols . .. 

> Se trata de la primera historia de la literatura con intenci6n rigurosamente 
metodol6gica en que Ia literatura se estudia en su autentico contexto hist6rico

r •social, desde el feudalismo al franquismo, como una «rama de la historia». Asi, 
se integra la literatura con la sociedad, la politica, la economia, en las coorde

~ nadas de la dinamica hist6rica. 
.. Un acontecimiento en Ia historia de nuestra critica base para nuevos estudios, 

un libro polemico con el que, a partir de ahora sera preciso contar. 

1 
SUMARIO: Explicaci6n previa. Bibliografia general. I. Edad Media. 1) El feuda-

1 • lismo. Desde los origenes hasta el siglo x111. 2) La crisis de! siglo xiv. 3) La 
., disgregaci6n del mundo medieval. I I. Edad conflictiva. 1) El imperio y sus 

contradicciones. 2) Del humanismo a la mistica. 3) Crisis y decadencia im
perial. Ill. El despotismo ilustrado. IV. El siglo de la burguesia. 1) Libera
Iismo y contrarrevoluci6n. 2) Triunfo de la burguesia. Tradici6n y revolu-

• ci6n. 3) Afirmaci6n c inseguridad burguesas. V. El siglo xx: Monarquia en 
crisis, Republica, Guerra Civil. 1) Arte deshumanizado y rebeli6n de las 
masas. 2) La Guerra Civil. VI. La dictadura: del nacional-sindicalismo a la 
sociedad de consumo. 1) La postguerra inmediata o los mitos frente a la 
historia. 2) Continuismo y pueblo en marcha. 
Publicados tomos I y II. 
Torno Ill de inmediata aparici6n. 
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REVISTA TRILINGOE Y BIMENSUAL, IMPRESA EN ESPANA Y PUBLI- ~ 
CADA POR EL INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF IDEOLOGIES AND LITE
RATURE (MINNEAPOLIS, ESTADOS UNIDOS) CON EL FIN DE PRO- .a 

MOVER Y DESARROLLAR ACERCAMIENTOS SOCIOHISTORICOS A LA .... 
LITERATURA DE LOS PUEBLOS HISPANICOS Y LUSOBRASILENOS 

En este numero: 

Daphne Patai analiza las relaciones entre contexto literario y «meta-contexto», en-
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tendiendo por ta! el contexto de ese conjunto de signos con los que se articula la ~ 

obra pero que trascienden la frontera de lo literario para insertarse en el marco 
general del sistema lingi.ifstico. Michael Predmore pone de manifiesto c6mo la pre
ocupaci6n hist6rica de Antonio Machado cobra expresi6n poetica de SU mas tern- • 
prana obra, Soledades; libro tradicionalmente caracterizado en la bibliografia cri- "' 
tica de! poeta por su intimismo y factura simbolista . Candace Slater relaciona las j 
contradicciones ideo16gicas en la obra del modernista Pedro Prado con el surgi- • 
miento de los sectores medias y proletarios como fuerza polftica en el Chile de 
comienzos de siglo. Rafael Osuna pasa revista a la producci6n hemerografica es- I 
pafiola durante el perfodo de la segunda Republica. Por ultimo, David George •1 
apunta las conexiones entre el mundo social brasilefio y el teatro experimental de • 
Oswald de Andrade. 
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